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theMurray Ledger & Times
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, September 21, 1977 In Our 98th Year 15e Per Copy Volume 98 No. 224
Construction Progressing On U.S. 641 N.
641 CONSTRUCTION—Highway construction equipment stands idle on a stretch of US. 641 four laning south of
Dexter. Highway officials say the roadway from Murray to Benton is 25 per cent complete in Calloway County.
Planning Commission Delays
Action On 12th Street Zoning
Fated with possible legal
ramifications connected with their
decision, members of Murray Planning
Commission-have delayed a vote on the
12th Street rezoning question.
Commission members are expected
to take at least two questions for
interpretation to Murray City Attorney
Wells Overbey — the legality of
notification about the proposed
rezoning and the proper method to hold
a public hearing on zoning questions.
At least two commission members
hinted in a session Tuesday night at a
Kentucky Attorney General's Opinion
in connection with •the commission's
procedure in notifying residents
affected by the proposed change.
A city planning proposal would
change 12th Street from Sycamore to
Chestnut from residential to B-4,
limited business.
"We just want to make sure the
planning cpmmission has done
everything it could to notify the




Department has charged two juveniles
and one adult, 25-year-old Bing Gallion,
Route 1, Almo, in connection with a
theft Tuesday.
According to Chief Deputy David
Balentine, two 17-year-old Stella area
juveniles are charged with theft by
unlawful taking. Gallion is charged
with receiving stolen property.
All three are charged in connection
with the theft of some tools at the
residence of Albert Parker. According
to Balentine, Parker aided in the arrest
of one of the persons.
press following the Tuesday night
meeting.
Although some 20-25 persons attended
the planning session Tuesday night,
commission members heard the
strongest objection to a commission
decision from Murray attorney James
Overby who owns a lot on Olive
adjoining 12th.
Overby emphatically claimed a
"denial of due process" in a
commission procedure of notifying only
heads of households about the proposed
change.
Overby, who wasn't representing
property owners along the street per se,
cited a map wiling the change. " I have
reason to challenge this on the basis of
it being vague and indefinite," Overby
said. _
The local attotney also told
commission members, If anyone on
the board has a direct or indirect
interest fin the proposal) they should
disqualify themselves." . That remark
brought responses from at least two
members, Woodrow Rickman and Gary
Haverstock.
Riekman, the city council
representative on the planning
commission, said, "My brother-in-law
owns property on 12th we've never
talked about it..." Haverstock
mentioned his senior law partner also
has a connection with 12th Street.
One woman, who said she owned
adjacent property to 12th Street,
indicated to commission members
Tuesday night that she hadn't been
notified about an August public
hearing. Zea cited a problem the
commission had in notifying people by
registered mail. 'There are several
dead letters at the post office," Zea
said.
Petition
Commission members also Tuesday
evening had a chance to consider
Sentencing Expected At
Later Date For Murrayans
PADUCAH—Sentencing for two
'Murray men in federal court is
expected within 30 days following trials
earlier this week on charges in
cOnnection with illegal tampering with
or changing auto mileage indicators,
according to the federal district court
clerk's office.
Jerry Hopkins, owner of Hopkins
Motor Sales, Murray, pleaded nobo
contendere Monfay to four counts.
Hopkins original* faced nine counts of
which five were dismissed.
A federal court jury Monday morning
found Eddie Morgan, also of Murray,
guilty on four counts of making false
material declarations, according to the
spokesman.
Federal prosecutors Monday
recommended that Hopkins be given a
one year prison sentence and a 82,500
fine. According to Albert Jones, U.S.
Attorney for the Western District,
Hopkins will be required to serve at
. least 45 days of the sentence.
Two U.S. attorneys with U.S.
Department of Justice, antitrust
division, not Jones, prosecuted the
eases against Morgan and Hopkins.
Charges against the two carry
maximum penalties of one year and-or
$50,000 fines for each count.
A formal sentencing date for both has
not been set. Judge Charles M. Allen Is
expected to sentence both, the
spokesman said.
petitions with about 120 names on them
Most of the signers, Zea pointed out.
live on the north side of 12th.
Petition signers charged that "any
survey conducted in an attempt to
justify a change in zoning was
inadequate and incomplete." Signers
also mentioned the "four-laning or
other improvements of 12th to alleviate
the present traffic problem should be
completed before any possible change
should be contemplated. The fact that a
street is widened is not justification for
changing the nature of he use of
property on that streetl" Petition
signers emphasized • the
comprehensive zoning plan should not
be changed unless there is persuasive
overwhelming evidence of the necessity
for change."
Dr. Marshall Gordon, a commission
member, indicated midway through the
session the board could consider
splitting the zoning district, zoning only
the southern portion.
Gordon later made a motion that
stymied a move to bring the question to
a vote. "There are a lot of things to
consider.. If I were one of the people not
notified I'd be concerned." Gordon said
that "in the interest of the city" the vote
should be delayed."
A city official attending the session,
H. Ed Chrisman, who recently filed to
run against Melvin Henley for mayor,
told the body, "I do not think .it's in
order th4 you pass this on to the city
council.. .if Mr. Overby says he can take
it to court."
Only one commission member, Greg
See ZONING,
Page 12-A, Column 7
Charges Lodged
Against Three
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department has charged three men in
connection with an attempt to carry a
pocket knife into the county jail.
According to deputy Ted Alexander
charged with promoting contraband. a
Class D Felony, is 19-year-old Eujiene
Outland, who lives on KY 121 south of
Murray, Tommy Oliver, 19, and Mike
McDonald, 19, both prisoners In
Calloway County jail.
Alexander said county jailer Wimpy
Jones became aware of the attempt
following arraignment day Thursddy,
Sept. 15.
The deputy said his investigat;on
reveals Outland apparently passed the
two blade knife to McDonald as the
prisoners were being walked down the
stairs from the circuit courtroom.
Alexander said McDonald v.as
apparently concealing the knife f,,r
Oliver.
Each are being confined on $7, 100
bond in Calloway County Jail.
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger &Times Staff Writer
Tentative bid letting dates on
surfacing and "signing" a four laned U.
S. 641 from Murray to Benton is just
over a year away.
Preliminary grade and drain
contract work on the stretch of road in
Calloway County is over one fourth
completed, Bob Hodges, district
engineer for Kentucky Departmentiof
Transportation (DOT), Bureau 'of
Highways, said Tuesday.
We show that grade and drain
contracts in Calloway County to be 26
per cent complete, and Marshall
County, 20 per cent complete," Hodges
said.
Hodges indicated that a DOT
proposed bid letting date for surfacing
and placing signs on the roadway is set
Nov. 16, 1978. Both jobs, Hodges said,
will be let in a single contract.
Hodges declined to set an estimated
completion date on the roadway due to
the methods construction contracts are
set up. "They're set up in working
days." The Calloway County contracts
calls for 185 working days, the Marshall
County portion, 220 working days.
Adverse weather conditions, holidays,
even a strike can effect working days,
he said. Usually, he said, a construction
company will average 15 working days
a month. The 641 contract specifies no
working days from December through
March.
"Up to now ( in Calloway County
we've used 43 working days. Work
began March 15," Hodges said. The
Marshall County contract has used 34
working days.
"The best gauge of a completion date
would be the percentage of competition
moneywise," Hodges said.
R. R. Bridge Company, Lexington,
and Jim Smith Construction, Grand
Rivers, won construction contracts for
both county projects. The Calloway
County section (5.17 miles) is a
$4,058,614 contract, the Marshall
County section (5.584 miles) is a
$4,044,393 contract, Hodges said.
Construction on the four lane
roadway begins north of Murray and
will connect with a present four lane
stretch of highway. The road, as it's
currently being built, will tie unto U. S
641k two lanes) about one mile south of
the Benton city limits.
DOT officials have indicated they're
unaware of a plan to continue the four
lane northward.
Bryan Stewart, district engineer for
planning, indicated recently, "The
absence of any plans to extend the four
laning of U.S. 641 North to U.S. 68 could
possibly be attributed to the presence of
a parallel facility in close proximity.
The Jackson Purchase Parkway serves
basically the same traffic demands as
does the subject section of U.S. 641. .
We could not justify four laning the
northern section of U. S. 641 unless
both. . . were operating near their
design volume."
City officials in Murray also indicate
no current DOT funding to widen the
road through Murray (12th Street)
from Utterback Road south to the
present four-lane that begins at
Sycamore.
August Inflation Rate Shows
Smallest Rise In Nine Months
WASHINGTON (API — Inflation
slackened in August, for the second
consecutive month, as consumer prices
rose by only a modest three-tenths of 1
per cent, the smallest rise in nine
months, the government reported --
today.
The increase was the lowest since a
similar rise last November and
followed a rise of four-tenths of 1 per
cent in July and increases of six-tenths
in May and June.
The steady decline in wholesale farm
prices was reflected on grocery shelves
last month as food prices rose only
slightly.
Meanwhile, the cost of services,
which had been the fastest rising
component of the Consumer Price
Index this year, slowed sharply last
month.
The slowing of inflation this summer
has been one of the few bright spots in
the nation's economic picture, which
has seen unemployment rising again
and the rate of economic growth
slacken.
Grocery prices, which had
contributed to an annual inflation rate
of about 10 per cent at the beginning of
the year, rose only two-tenths of 1 per
cent in August, following a decline of
one-tenth of 1 per cent in July.
The cost of other commodities, such
as household goods and autos, rose
threetenths of 1 per cent in August, but
these had not contributed to the
inflationary surge earlier this year as
much as had food.
Carter administration economists
are counting on slow increases in food
prices to help hold down the overall rise
in consumer prices during the rest of
the year.
If averaged out over the entire year,
the August increase would mean a 3.6
per cent rate of inflation, a sharp
improvement over the earlier pace.
Consumer prices rose at a 10 per cent
annual rate in the first quarter and at a
rate of 8.1 per cent in the second
quarter.
Despite the improvement in the pace
of inflation, the Labor Department
reported that the purchasing power of
workers' paychecks declined for the
second consecutive month. Real
spendable earnings — takehome pay
adjusted for taxes and inflation — for
the average worker declined six-tenths
of 1 per cent because of inflation and a
decline in the average number of hours
Glendale Road To Come
Up At Council Meeting
The question of wrietner or not an.
interconnector will be constructed
linking U.S. 641 S. and Ky. 121 S. along
Glendale will again come , up at the
regular meeting of the Murray
Common Council Thursday afternoon.
Thursday's council meeting will
begin at 5 p.m., earlier than usual, to
allow city officials to attend a public
hearing at Mayfield on pinposals from
the Municipal Statutes Revision
Commission on changes in state laws
affecting cities.
At their meeting two weeks ago
council members agreed to delay
action on, the road to allow a group
composed of property owners along
Glendale to meet with state highway
department officials in Frankfort i The
property owners have voiced opposition
to the state's proposal to construct a
four-lane, 48-foot roadway on the
Glendale site, and hoped to convince
the officials that their preference, a
two-lane road, would be adequate.
That group is expected to report on
their findings at Thursday's meeting
and the council could take action on the
issue following that report.
The state has allocated $350,000 for
use in the project but highway officials
from the Reidland office of the
Department of Transportation .have
City School Board
To Meet Thursday
The Murray Independent Board of
Education is scheduled to disckss
several routine items at its regular
meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the
board office building.
Among items to be discussed are the
superintendent's report on renovation
and a report of internal accounts.
indicated that DOT will not participate
in the construction of anything less than
a 48-foot street.
The issue has been the subject of
considerable controversy since the
state's proposal was announced at a
council meeting Iff February of this
year.
In other action at Thursday's
meeting, the council is scheduled to:
— hear an ordinance that would
change the hours of operation of pool
rooms and billiard halls on first
reading, and;
— take action on the resignation of
Lloyd E. McKinney from the Murray
Fire Department.
inside today
worked, the government said.,
In August, the Consumer 1Flice Index
stood at 183.3, meaning that a basket of
goods and services that sold for $100 in
6967 now costs $183.30. Constuner prices
last month were 6.6 per cent higher
than a year ago.
All percentages in the price report
are adjusted to account for seasonal
influences but the index itself is not
adjusted.
The Labor Department said the cost
of services rose fivetenths of 1 per cent
in August, the smallest increase since
December, when these prices row way
four-tenths of 1 per cent. The slowdown
was largely due to the first decline this
year in mortgage interest rates,
seasonally adjusted. Gas and elecricity
prices continued to rise last month, but
at a lower rate than in June or July.
At the grocery counter, the
government said beef prices declined
while prices also fell for pork, pou1try7-1.
See ECONOMY,
Page 12-A, Column 6
Head Start Grant
Is Awarded Here
The Murray Board of Education has
been awarded a $49,187 federal grant to
provide a full-year, part-day Head Start
program locally. The grant was
announced today in Frankfort by Gov.
Julian M. Carroll and Secretary for
Human Resources Peter D. Conn.
Also announced was a $288,600 grant
to the Paducah Independent School
District for a program enrolling 193
children.
The Murray program will serve 40
children.
Head Start programs provide pre-
school training for children from low-
income families. Under federal
guidelines, these programs also
provide nutritional, medical, social and
dental services the children might
require. A portion of the grant will
support special services for
handicapped children.
The funds are awarded under the
Head Start, Economic Opportunity and
Community Partnership Act of 1974.
Three Sections — 30 Pages
Most cookbooks give relatively little space to cookies,
treats that are enjoyed by young and old. But there's at
least one cookbook on the shelves that is devoted entirely
to cookies. Today's Cooking Corner by .Ann liddberg
reviews that cookbook. Section B, Page One.
Kentucky's county officials may look to the courts, the
General Assembly or both in trying to regain home rule
legislative powers taken away by the state Supreme Court
last Friday. AP staffer Bill Bergstrom examines the issue
in an article on Page 6, Section C.
mostly sunny
Mostly sunny today, high in the
upper 70s. Fair and not as cool
tonight, low around 60. Partly
cloudy with widely scattered
showers and thunderstorms
Thursdny, high in the low 80s.
Friday through Sunday: Partly
cloudy Friday and Saturday.
chance of showers Sunday.
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Golden Age Club Luncheon
Held At Methodist Church
The Golden Age Club met
Friday, September 2, at
twelve noon with a potluck
luncheon served at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church. The in-
vocation was given by the
Rev. Robert Farless,
associate pastor of the First
... United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Roger' Burgoyne
presided at the business
meeting in the absence of the
club president, Mrs. Joe
Gertzen. Mrs. Gussie Adams
presented her resignation as
secretary of the club, and Mrs.
Naomi Schwalm was elected
to fill the office.
Announcement was made
that the boat trip made by the
club in July, was enjoyed by
the ninett-two adults and
eighteen children attending.
Another three days' trip to
Brandon Springs is planned
for September 19-21.
During the social hour ,a
reading on "The Golden
Agers" was given by Mrs.
Hildred Sharpe. Artilur Lynch
gave a reading on "Labor
Day."
Attending were Messrs and
Mesdames Bryan Tolley, 0. C.
McLemore, Clarende Horton,
Roger Burgoyne, .,and Ted
Schleter; the Rev, Robert
Farless, Arthur Lynch, Paul
Kingins; Mesdames Mina
' Waters, Naomi Schwalm,
Hildred Sharpe, Ruth
Chambers, FlOy Caldwell,
Lucille Rollins, Katie Over-
cast, Sadie Harrell, Tennessee
Ostrich eggs are the larg
est bird eggs. They may
be eight inches long








Ethel See, Mary Lamb, Meme
Mattingly, Modena But-
terworth, Robbie Harrison,
Autry Lange, Calista Clanton,
and Edna Holland; and Miss
Christine Thurman.
The next regular meeting
will be Friday, October 7, at
twelve noon with a potluck
luncheon at the social hall of





The Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, Omicron Alpha
Chapter, Woodmen of the
World, held the regular
monthly meeting on Tuesday,
August 23, in the home of




secretary, Diana Lyons, and
the treasurer, Bettye Baker,
gave reports.
A report was given in the
Ranger and Rangerette ac-
tivities. A skating party was
scheduled at Lynn Grove
skating rink this, month.
Ann Spann reported that the
check had been presented to
the Community Theatre. Jean
Richerson discussed a small
project for inmates at Ed-
dyville Prison, and further
plans for this will be discussed
at a later date.
Plans were made for the
Miss Rangerette Pageant to
be held Sunday, September 25,
at the WOW Building at 2:30
p.m. Committees were
selected with Judy Scruggs as
chairperson.
Refreshments were served,
and Dinah Westerman won the
door prize.
The next meeting will be
Septem27, at 6:30 p.m. in
the home of. Ann Spann with
Sara Alexander as co-hostess
with each member to bring
her favorite salad for a salad
supper before the meeting at 7
p.m.
Members present were




Cynthia Hart, Bettye Baker,
Judy Scruggs, Jeanie Lamb,
Jean Richerson, Martha
Andrus, and Ann Spann.
lie are happv to mr-
flounce that Mirriam
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Hall & Fisher Vows Are
Read At Russell Church
Miss Cathleen Sue Hall,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerold D. Hall of Russell, Pa.,
and William Howard Fisher,
son of the Rev. Dr. and Mrs.
James A. Fisher, Sr., 300
North Tenth Street, Murray,
were married on August
twelfth at the Russell United
Methodist Church, Russell.
The Rev. Dr. Fisher, Sr.,
and the Rev. Lloyd Tennies,
pastor of the Russell Church,
officiated at the ceremony
read at seven p.m. A program
of nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. Ruth Fox,
organist, and Mrs. Jack
Norton, soloist. Selectior
included "The Wedding
Song," "0 Perfect Love,"
"Wedding prayer," "The
Lord's Prayer," "Trumpet
Voluntary," ' and the
traditional wedding marches.
The altar was decorated
with branch candelabra ent-
wined with daisies, greens,
and white bows. The pews
were marked with white pew
candelabra resembling
lampposts and decorated with
daisies and bows.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents. She wore a wedding
gown of white chiffon knit over
bridal taffeta. The scalloped
strapless empire bodice of
filigree-type Venice lace was
designed with lace straps and
worn with a fingertip cape of
chiffon bordered with the wide
Venice lace and a high rolled
collar. A chiffon ruffle bor-
dered with the scalloped lace
formed the hem of the skirt as
it swept into a graceful chapel
train.
A profile spray of looped
organza bows and silk florets
with long ribbon streamers
sprinkled with flowers was
worn in her hair. She carried a
large nosegay bouquet of
white daisies, baby car-
nations, and sweetheart roses
with white lace streamers and
a monogrammed han-
dkerchief given to her by her
mother.
Caroline Carlberg of
Sugargrove, Pa., was the
maid of honor. Mary Ann
Piercey, sister of the groom
from Jackson, Tn., and
Marliss Johnson from
Metropolis, Ill., also attended
the bride.
They were dressed alike in
ballet blue knit floor length
gowns fashioned with halter-
type empire bodices and worn
with sheer floral print capes in
shades of blue, green, and
yellow. Each attendant
carried a nosegay bouquet of
daisies and blue tinted pomps
and wore a floral headpiece of
daisies and blue-tinted pumps.
The bride's mother chose to
wear a floor length dress of
light blue knit with appliqued
lace accents. Her sleeveless
princess-style dress was
topped with a full length lace
coat. White accessories and a
corsage of yellow sweetheart
roses completed her outfit.
The groom's mother wore
floor length gown of pink
quiana knit with beaded a5-
cents. A full length matching
coat complemented her en-
semble. She was presented
with a corsage of pink
sweetheart roses and wore
silver accessories.
Jack Fisher, brother of the
groom from Chattanooga, Tn.,
was best man. Joe Piercey,
brother-in-law of the groom
from Jackson, Tn., and Brian
Hall, the bride's brother from
Russell, Pa., seated the
guests.
Reception




Candles covered with large
hurricane globes and
decorated with daisies hid




UM= Murray, Ky.M 
Mr. and Mrs William Howard Fisher
cake which was topped with a
daisy nosegay.
Aides for the reception were
the Thursday Circle of the
Russell Church. Janet Young,
aunt of the bride, and Gayle
Fisher, sister-in-law of the
groom, served the wedding
cake. Barbara Lauffer, aunt
of the bride, served coffee and
Carol Bloomgren poured
punch.
' Valerie Young passed out
rice bags, and Laurie Ann
Piercey, niece of the groom,
was in charge of the guest
book.
Following a wedding trip to
Ontario, Canada, the couple
now at home at 975 Not-
tingham Drive, Avondale
Estates, Ga.
The bride is a 1977 graduate
of Murray State University
where she majored in jour-
nalism. The groom also
graduated from MSU in 1977
with a major in philosophy,
and he is now a student at
Emory University's Candler
School of Theology in Atlanta,
Ga.
Rehearsal Dinner
The Rev. Dr. and Mrs.
James A. Fisher, Sr., were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held at the Gaslight Motor Inn
in Jamestown, N.Y.
Several prenuptial parties
were held for the couple in-
cluding one given them at the
First United Methodist
Church in Murray.
Chapter M Of P. E. 0. Has
Luncheon At Lindsey Home
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr.,
and Mrs. Maurice Christopher
hosted the first fall luncheon
meeting of Chapter M, P.E.O.
September 17, at the Lindsey
home.
The invocation was given by
Mrs. Olga Freeman,
preSident. Mrs. H.L. Oakley,
chaplain pro-tern, read
chapter 100 from the Book of
Psalms as part of , her
devotion. Mrs. Larrie Clark,
pianist, and other officers
served in their respective
positions.
After committee reports
were heard, Mrs. Edward M.
Nunnelee, Mayfield member:
conducted the program on
"Summer Scenes." Each
member, allowed two minutes
for a discussion, shared her
summer activities with
others. The interesting ex-
periences ranged from home
and garden projects to
vacations in several states
and countries.
Mrs. Freeman also reported
on Chapter M's recent visit
with Paducah Chapter P at the
lakeside home of Mrs i Philip
Hamilton. In addition to Mrs.
Freeman, other members
accepting the Paducah in-
vitation were Mesdames John
C. Quertermous, Henry
McKenzie, Maurice
Christopher, R.T. Bryon, H.L.
Oakley, A.H. TiLsworth, Paul
Sturm, and Mrs. Pat Vincent
and Mrs. Nunnelee from
Mayfield.
The next meeting was an-
nounced for October 3, at 7:30
p.m., in the home of Mrs. N.T.
Beal, 303 South 8th Street. The
program will be by Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette on "A British
Touch." She visited England
and Scotland in
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were: Mesdames R.T. Bryon,
Harry Sparks, Harlan Hodges,
Larrie Clark, Larrie Doyle,
Donald Burchfield, A.C.
LaFollette, N.T. Beale, H.L.
Oakley, Lewis Bossing, Paul
Sturm, L.J. Hortin, Henry
McKenzie, Edward Nunnelee,







Baby Girl Peal (Mother
Rita), B-2 Fox Meadow,
Murray, Baby Boy Newberry
(mother Cheryl), 1616 Far-
mer, Murray.
DISMISSALS
J. B. Bell, Rt. 3, Box 105 C-9,
Murray, Miss Dorothy V.
Townsend, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Cheryl L. Easley, 603
Ellis, Murray, Mrs. Patricia
G. Morrison di Baby Girl, Rt.
3, Murray, Mrs. Margaret S.
Westerman and Baby Brojr, Rt.
1, Box 112-AA Stewart, Th.,
Mrs. Martha E. Adams, Rt. 2,
Box 107-A, Murray, Jason G.
Beach, 1611 Kirkwood,
Murray, Mrs. Sandra K.
Bynum, Rt. 1, Box 271, Alin°,
Mrs. Virginia L. Cossey, Rt. 5,
Cadiz, William T. Farthing,
101 King, Sturgis, Justin E.
Houston, Rt. 4, Box 257,
Murray, Paul D. Keller, 201
Gatesborough, Murray,
Donnie G. Parker, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Lisa C. Yates,
207 N. 16th, Murray, Mrs.
Beckham Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Autumn L. Ezell, Rt.
2, Box 104, Murray, William L.
Futrell, 503 Vine, Murray,
Bruce V.'King, Rt. 8, Murray,
G. P. Vaughn, Bitinpus Mill,
Tn., Grover C. Wilson, 1000
Payne, Murray, Mrs. Joy C.
Orr ,(expired), 1508 Can-
arbury, Murray, Mrs. Mary







Miss Mildred C. Bucy, 1204
Grove, Murray, Mrs. Cynthis
L. Rose and Baby Boy, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Frances M.
Robinson, Rt. 1, Water Valley,
Mrs. Jane G. Yearry, Rt. 1,
Box 288, Almo, Kenneth W.
Goode, 1509 Dudley, Murray,
Bud H.Manning, Box 425,
Hazel, Joshua N. Parker, Rt.
7, Murray, Lawrence G. Gray,
1519 Johnson, Murray, Terry
W. Lee, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Evelyn Lofton, Rt. 7, Benton,
Mrs. Teri L. McCui.ston, 1600
Martin Chapel Rd.,- Murray,
Mrs. Donna K. Cunningham,
Rt. 2, Box B-6, Murray, Mrs.
Connie L. Cain, 1124 David,
Mayfield, George S. Barrow,
505 S. 9th, Murray, Patricia
McIntire, Rt. 8, Murray,
'James H. Townsend, Box 11,
Paris, Tn., Thomas F.
Hughes, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Novie Hale, 618 Ellis, Murray,
Mrs. Maggie W. Williams, Rt.
2, Hazel.
"Back To School Night" Planned For
Murray High School PTO Ori Monday
The Executive Committee
of the Murray High School
Parent-Teacher Organization
met for lunch recently with
the principal, Roy Weatherly,
and assistant principal, John
Hip, to discuss plans and
activities for this school year.
Officers of the PTO and
committee chairmen for the








Wells and Kay Ray, high
school services; Techla







the three scheduled meetings
for the year as follows: Back
to School Night, Monday,
September 26, at seven p.m.;
choral music program in
December; meeting during





Lemon Bars Iced Tea
CHICKEN CURRY SALAD
Fine to offer to weekend
guests.
21e cups diced cooked
chicken breast
1 cup diced celery
2-3rds cup mayonnaise







Mix together the chicken,
celery, mayonnaise, curry and
salt. Serve on lettuce,sprinkled
with the chives and garnished
with the grapes and oranges.
Do not omit the fruit garnish
because the salad benefits from
it. Makes 4 servings. (Two
whole, rather large chicken
breasts after skinning, boning






Murr"-Colloway County Jaycees Presents
PRICES TENTS 11W THRILLS *-1AUGHS 100
POPULAR ..,ACRES OF AA MINUTES
Resented and Genets! Admrssron Trckets on sale Circus Day ar
Showgrounds One hlour Pnor to Performance
* SAVE ADVANCE TICKETS AT ROOM PRICES TICKETS ON SALE sow SAYE *
Bank of Mtrray - Downtown, Peoples Bank -Downtown, Scott Drug -
Downtown & Chestnut, Murray Supply Lawn and Garden Center
Smart toggle buttons and warm
hood add style to this duffel coat.
In brown, camel. Sizes 38 to 52.
Wei wiutm Itetul-eit





Meticulously ,detailed and frankly


























































Fat Friend Stands To
Gain More Than Lose
By Abigdil Van Buren
1977 by The Chrcapo Tribune N Y News SynO Inc
DEAR ABBY: My girlfriend Betty Ifictitious name) was
so beautiful a few years ago that when she walked down
the streets heads would turn. She still has a beautiful face,
but she must have gained about 50 pounds. Maybe 75.
Betty has tried Weight Watchers, Tops and Overeaters
Anonymous but she never stayed with any of them. She's
also been to doctors who have put her on special diets,
pills, shots, etc. Nothing worked.
. Yesterday Betty told me she went to a fantastic doctor
who specializes in weight reduction.
He charged her $100 to weigh her, take her blood
pressure and tell her he couldn't take her because she
didn't weigh enough? He said he treats only extremely
obese people, and she will have to gain at least 15 pounds
before he can take her. Can you believe this?
So now Betty is eating up a storm so this doctor will take
her. What do you make of this? ,
CYNICAL FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: I think Betty is a compulsive overeater
who has found the perfect excuse to continue eating for a
while. And I can't believe that a legitimate physician would
tell an otiers person to gain weight to qualify for a
weight-reduction program.
DEAR ABBY: I recently moved near Arlington
Cemetery. A friend of mine, who lives in another town,
asked me to please visit her nephew's grave in Arlington
Cemetery and say a prayer for him. I told her I would be
giad to, but here's the problem: Her nephew died in action
and his body was never recovered.
. My friend tells me that her nephew's grave has a
hOadstone with his name and the usual information on it.
41iiby, can a headstone be on a grave without a body
interred? I think it would be sheer hypocrisy to say a
prayer for someone who isn't there. If you think I'm
wrong, I'll visit his grave and say a prayer.
A FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: If a serviceman's body has never been
recovered, a memorial marker can be placed in a special,
separate section of the cemetery. Visit the nephew's grave
aid say a prayer. You will be praying for his soul—not his
body.
1-DEAR ABBY: Will you please straighten out the "John
Smith Jr." and "John Smith II" confusion?
My wife wants to name our son after me, and she insists
that he will be "John Smith II." I say he will be "John
Smith Jr."
I know I'm right, but I don't know under what
.circumstances a child becomes "the II."
Can you help me?
JOHN SMITH
DEAR JOHN: A man with the identical name as his
father is called "Jr." as long as his father is alive. He may
drop the "Jr." after his father's death, or if he prefers, he
may retain it to avoid being confused with his late father.
When a boy is named after his father who IS a "Jr.," he
is called "3rd." A boy who is named after his grandfather,
uncle or cousin becomes "the 2nd."
There can only he one "Jr." in the family. And only one
2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope please.
Married 35 Years
MR. AND MRS. CLAYTON (BILL) ADAMS of 602 Vine
Street, Murray, are celebrating their 35th wedding an-
niversary today, September 21. They were married on this
date in 1942 at Charleston, Mo.
Mrs. Adams, the former Rachel Morgan, is employed at the
Big K Department Store, and Mr. Adams is employed by the
Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
They are the parents of five children who are Clayton Dale
Adams, Mrs. Hal (Mary) Barrow, Mrs. Kenneth (Sue Ann)
Lax, and Mrs. Phillip (Debbie) Livers, all of Murray, and Paul
David Adams, who died in 1968.
Mr. and Mrs. Adams have seven grandchildren who are
Larrydale and Shane Adams, Ricky and James Barrow, Neil





First Christian Church, will
meet at six p.m. for a cookout





meet at the Kirksey Church at
seven p.m. with Mitch Nimrno
as speaker. Officers and




will meet at seven p.m. at the
school.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Mrs. Farris,
mother of Rita Burton.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the' club house with Margie
Shown presenting music.
Michael Freman, comedian,
will perform in the auditorium
of the Student Center, Murray
State, at 8:30 p.m.
Friday, September 23
The regular meeting of the
local chapter of N.A.R.F.E..,
will be held at 9:30 a.m. at the
W.O.W. executive room, Third
and Maple. All retired federal
employees are invited.
Disco Dance will be held at
Jeffrey Gym, Calloway
County High School, from 7:30
to 11:30 p.m., sponsored by the
CCHS Student Council. All





Methodist Church Women met
at the church on Wednesday,
September 7, at 7:30 p.m. with
Cheryl Burkeen as the
program leader.
"My Faith Looks Up To
Thee" was the hymn sung
with Jean Burkeen as leader
for the program, "Corn-
mIttinent." A solo, "Jesus
Used Me," was sung bY Mrs.
Patricia Lassiter.
The guest speaker, Mrs.
Martha Nell Jones, used the
topic, "My Church Is So
Dead," and read from
Romans 1:19-20 and John 2:1-
10. She closed with a poem
entitled "Don't Quit."
Jean and Cheryl Burkeen
sang a duet, "Fill My Cup." A
poem, "If" was read by Mrs.
Inez Hopkins. The closing
prayer was .by Mrs. Mary
Phillips.
Mrs. Myrtle Jones,
presided. Mrs. Nancy Hopkins
gave the financial report.
The October program will
be directed by Mrs. Myrtle
Jones which will include the
installation of officers.
Refrestutents were served
to nine members and seven
visitors.
Friday, September 23
Exhibition of sculpture and
drawings by Pamela Trout-
man, Owensboro, a three-
dimensional design exhibition
by Barbara Weber Kilby,
Louisville, and a stained glass
exhibition by Dennis Weeks,
Brockton, Mass., will be on
display, in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine




Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints will be at
Uncle Willie's Trading Post at
Midway, U.S. 641 South.
A tea for International
students will be at the Baptist
Student Union at 6:30 p.m.,
sponsored by Blood River
WMU and the BSU.
Saturday, September 24
Rummage and plant sale
will be held at the Ellis
Community Center starting at




Woman's Club, will have ih
luncheon at twelve noon at the
club house.
Nocturnal Discovery Walk
will start at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at
eight p.m.
American Quarter Horse
Association Show will be at
nine a.m. to midnight at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
Bazaar will be at Uncle
Willie's Trading Post at
Midway, 641 South, sponsored
by Women's Department.
Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints
Saturday, Sept. 24
The Willing Workers Club of
Hazel will hold a bake salt in
the Belair Shopping Center in
front of the Singer store
beginning at 10 a.m.
• 14011 sl
—d
We re you, local independent hardware merdsant
anth nattonal-cnain buying power We buy for 161111.
SO we Can pass out, savings on to you
tes
THE FISHER SUPER STOVE MAKES SENSE
ciL•ctric and fuel hills are too high
II \.)kr ha\ C to "cut corners" to pay those high electric bills.
II reallt i ttasn't ;ts warm as it should ha‘e been this past winter
through power ladyres or shortages.
II lot an anstter to ridiculous tuel prices.
If \w,!k like to stop wasting your hard earned dollars.
If tql C l4k/Oli 'a% a ila hie in tour area.
It
II
If oil ale 01112-Ct nett 'Nee lrAlf
\RA REAR
.iai.-ight 410 lbs X 32"
rechanlher accepts up to 30" logs.
55 II he approximatds 2,000
Si..111,1 re feet
k \I
1/1c,ght 345 Ihs 16" 27"
I nechambet accepts up() 24" logs
Will heat approximatelt, 1.500
square lee!
I sher "Supt Stoxe" Dealer soon
BABY REAR
Weight 245 lbs 14" x 21"
brechamber accepts up to IS" logs.













The Olga Hampton Group of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church met at the church on
Monday, September 12, with
the president, Maxine Nance,
presiding and Ruth Dowdy
leading the opening prayer.
It was announced that
Maxine Nance and Ruth
Warren will furnish refresh-
ments for the youth on Sep-
tember 28.
Lorene Owens . and Linda
Cooper, mission, support
14igirmen, directed the
ram on "Tomorrow In
entucky." The goal for the
state mission offering is $65'1
for the Sinking Spring Church
Others taking part in ths'
program were France
Paschall, Mary Kathryn
IiStat* Ruth Dowdy„ and
Hattie Lee Galloway.
Mary Turner gave the
calendar of prayer.
Also present were Juant.
Collins, Fay Orr, Lexie
Morton, Odie Kuykend.:11
Betty LOckhart, Doroth \





It's not too early to winterize vow
car. Contains rust foam and COMM= inhibitors. Also
serves as summer coolant 1 Gallon
$
11 as. 14Plet
A CAUlltilIG COMPOUND. Imm hew • WON (C) 33%AIMCQMPOUNO. 
Knifes on easily
rialinsossel ureic for airti, watertight seals around windows.
Ith,  rot, ii.. lir Use on wood or metal sash. White.
sfiryiss Caulking. 1102. ss ½ Pint.. Pint- -1.15 Quart - 1.58
13 CONSTRUCTION MMIESIVL Big Stick multi- (D) CAUUUNG CAM. 
Standard rachet type sc-
.rpose structural bonding. Use it to mount cepts conventional caulking cartridges. Easy to
.aneling, pictures, etc. Cleans with water. Non- use. Joel squeeze the comfortable min iovi
flamable and nontoxic 23/148  fw, spread caulk 
Summer heat tan hurl Perfreva-
ante Improper out levels can
ruin your car's engine. Valvoline
10W45 a an excellent all-cli-
mate motor oil that protects
moving parts. 66/10W4,0
•••••-
r • si -World's
MOTOR OM'








Single lever controls temp
194/5-01 ........
Wirk N..., 19/17511 
ik.onorkpe
LAVATORY FACUFf










Orme Raise ma cast kegs spout. Dine-
tool span. 111/4129 1111
Me Kiss Spray. 11/435 24.11
KORKY TANK SEAL
Stops leaky toilets. Fits all coorsittioaol
flask valves. 19/54-11P 1.38
SECURITY LIGHTING
FLOOD LAMPS
Meth our complete selection
Reflector Lamp. Indoor.
05/15011/FL-8PPM





1  RR (A) Slagle Nelda, er/wa,1 flange
Lamp not incl. 05/508-1148P. .3.11
Doubts Nobler. 0515098? 475
(B) Outdoor Lamp Redder with 8'





Security light is fully automatic photo
electric cell turns light on at dusk. off
at dawn Provides nighttime protec-
tion for yard, driveway. etc. Incl.















Cast iron pump hir basement
and emergency drainage. 1?-
hp sibgle phase motor; water.
proof 3-wire card; non-clog-





Operates in and underwater
DuPont °skin° self-cleaning
corrosion-resistant impeller
l'A" discharge outlet. 1 /3-




Submersible. Pump cleans to
within 'A" of floor; takes up to
20 gal per min. Runs continu-
ously. Use with garden hose or
1" pipe. 68/2130
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street Phone 753-2571






512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
you can economize






























SUGAR  lb 3/$7°°
Argo June
PEAS 17o2/45

















  24 oz.89
  15 oz.45
SUGAR 
5 lb.  83°
Del Monte Fruit























  3 lb. bag 69
Dixie Fresh Extra Large
EGGS  do z.
Bush Red Sour Pitted
CHERRIES  16 oz. 25
White Russet
POTATOES 5 lb. 69
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Washington Today By WALTER R. MEARSAP Special Correspondent
IMF Can Be Credited
With Easing Money Problems
WASHINGTON . AP - If the
industrialized world makes it through
its current set of economic problems, a
lot of the credit will go to the
International Monetary Fund, which
holds its annual meeting here next
week.
The IMF, with the encouragement of
the United States, is acquiring steadily
growing influence and authority over
the world economy. Even major
nations like Great Britain and Italy
have had to knuckle under at times to
IMF directives.
The leverage of the IMF results from
the big increase in world oil prices,
which has left many nations of the
world starved for funds to pay their
bills, including the charge for oil.
The United States and a few other
wealthy nations have seen to it that the
IMF has sufficient money to help these
countries, but the help is usually given
with strings attached, which is the way
the United States wants it done.
Both Italy and Great Britain, which
received major loans from the INW in
the past year - Britain, $4 billion,
Sensing The News
Italy, $500 million - first had to agree
after lengthy negotiations to take
painful measures to control inflation
and wages.
Although there are 131 nations in the
IMF, it really is a few powerful ones,
notably the United States, West
Germany and Japan, who call the
shots. Those who can afford to give help
are the ones who can dictate the terms
of that help, through the IMF.
There is one other nation that also
can afford to give substantial help -
oil-rich Saudi Arabia. Until the big 1973
increase in oil prices, it was an also-ran
among the members, but it is now being
considered for a seat all to itself on the
IMF board of directors, a privilege only
a few nations enjoy.
The United States and Saudi Arabia
are the two chief contributors to a
special new IMF fund of $10 billion for
loans to member nations that need
special financial help. The Carter
administration formally asked
Congress this week to approve the U.S.
share of $1.7 billion. Saudi Arabia is
putting up $2.5 billion.




companies with proud records of
achievement in manufacturing is one of
the ugly features of government in our
time.
A company may be internationally
respected for the high quality of its
products; it may have made important
contributions to the nation in wartime.
But all its achievements in the
marketplace notwithstanding, a
business enterprise can be subjected to
abuse and the loss of federal contracts
by high-handed bureaucrats, who
demand that the company practice
"affirmative action" in its hiring
practices.
A case in point is Secretary of Labor
Ray Marshall's allegation that the
Ingersoll Milling Machine Co. of
Rockford, Ill., discriminates against
women and minorities. He barred the
company from bidding on all federal
contracts. "This may, be our first
disbarment," Secretary Marshall
asserted in his arrogant statement,
"but it won't be our last."
The truth is that the federal
government wants fir-ins such as
Ingersoll, a highly regarded
manufacturer of machine tools, to
impose hiring quotas. Of course, the
law doesn't specify quotas; that would
be unconstitutional. Nevertheless,
federal pressure to employ women and
members of specific ethnic groups in
effect forces businesses to practice
quota hiring.
An experienced businessman pointed
out to me that "a machine tool
company as sophisticated as Ingersoll
must certainly have problems finding
Business Mirror
minorities and women who are
qualified to perform on a equal par with
their skilled operators." The new,
unskilled employees are extra
personnel who stand around and draw
wages while other, skilled people do the
job.
One can easily imagine the
demoralization that develops in a plant
where management is forced to employ
people who are mere window dressing.
Indeed, employment of the window
dressing types isn't the end of the
matter. If the token workers aren't
readily promoted, they complain to a
"civil rights" organization or to the
federal government.
Actions such as Secretary Marshall
took against Ingersoll are wrong for
several reasons. Companies are denied
freedom to choose their employees on
the basis of ability. Private employers
are intimidated. They know all too well
that if they resist the bureaucracy, they
will face prolonged harassment and
federal legal action. The federal
government is overrun with lawyers
who want to control and restrict private
enterprise. The cost of fighting an
unjust bureaucratic ruling is
staggering in terms of money, time,
and energy.
The forced employment of people
without adequate skills amounts to
another compulsory, but well-disguised
welfare scheme at stockholder and
consumer expense. There is enough
welfare abuse at the state and federal
level without attempting to ruin





NEW YORK AP - Financial
Circles here are having as difficult a
time determining the immediate future
of the economy as Congress is having in
evaluating the actions of Burt Lance.
Just as Washington and the rest of the
country cannot forget Watergate,
economists and those who depend upon
their judgments cannot forget the most
recent recession, from 1973 to 1975.
For some forecasters that recession
left deep .w,ounds; few of them had
much of an idea of just how bad it was
going to .be. And now, lest they repeat,
they are looking at everything through
brown colored glasses.
Thus they are grasping at every little
piece of economic information as if it
were an omen instead of flotsam
drifting on the economic current. No
bad news is- ignored: instead it is
displayed.
Some economists, for example, have
read the minutes of the July meeting of
the Federal Reserve's open market
committee and see the possibility of a
severe downturn, even though the .
committee expressed confidence in the
economy's strength.
Others are talking about the rise in
the prime interest rate and the
stubbornness of unemployment, the
surge in consumer credit outstanding,
the 'persistence of the trade deficit and
insecurity about the Carter
administration.
The implications are obvious: the
economists are covering themselves.
They are positioning the-nselves to say
"I told you so," but they're not really
coming out and saying it.
The truth is that a forecast of an
economic downturn can be made at
almost any time in the up-down
economies of modern times. They are
cyclical, and if you hedge the time
element in your forecast, you're bound
to be right.
There are notable exceptions to the
bad-mouthing. Citibank, the nation's
second largest commercial bank,
headlines its. September economic
letter with the words, "Chicken Little,
go home!
The sky isn't falling, says Citibank,
even if the spirits of some economists
are. "The recovery is still very much
alive," it comments, "although
probably a bit tired by nos:' of trying- to
prove its existence."
Some of the best evidence of strength
comes from the National Association of
Purchasing management, made up of
buyers who are positioned where the
action is. They foresee a cooler but
certainly not a cold economic winter.
The people who lend money for
capital equipment purchases also
report some rather vigorous activity.
The financing and leasing unit of
Commercial Credit, with $1 billion
outstanding, reports a surge of interest
in capital spending projects irtiust the
past two months.
The nests about prices also th better
than it has been in a while, and that is
encouraging news to an economy that
some people thought had forgotten
about supply and demand. As
production moderates, it is being
observed, the pressure on prices is
easing, which is the way the textbooks
say it should be.
20 per cent of the regular financing of
the IMF, which means it also has 20 per
cent of the voting power, sufficient for a
veto over major decisions.
The chief function of the IMF
currently is to recycle money from the
countries that have it to those who don't
and who are unable to borrow it from
traditional international lenders, such
as banks.
Many banks have come close to the
limit of the amount of money they feel
they can safely lend to countries that
give no indication of soon being in a
position to repay it. Besides Italy and
Great Britain, these countries have
included Zaire, Peru, Argentina, and
Mexico, all of which have received IMF
help in the past year or so.
IMF loans are supposed to make it
possible for a country to avoid
bankruptcy and economic collapse by
keeping up payments on its debts, while
also continuing to buy the oil and other
essential, needs of its economy. The
conditions attached to these loans are
intended to correct the imbalances in
the economy that give rise to the debt in
the first place.
At least the United States hopes it will
work that way.
Unfortunately, for some poor nations,
the IMF-prescribed conditions may
force them to become even poorer.
It also is evident to all concerned that
the IMF will need a lot more money, on
top of the billions it already has spent, if
it is to succeed.
Member nations are currently
approving new quotas, or contributions,
to add about $11.2 billion to regular'IMF
financing facilities, bringing the total to
$45 billion, and discussions have begun
on another round of quota increases.
As long as the oil-exporting nations
continue to run surpluses of the
magnitude of the $40 billion surplus
they will have with other nations this
year, the need for international
financing for the debtor nations will
continue unabated.
Opinion Page
Agree Or Not . an I oroo
Plenty Of Parking
Around Capitol
FRANKFORT - For the first time in
more than 20 years there will be
sufficient parking around the Capitol
for the 1978 legislative session.
The new six-story parking garage at
the east edge of the parking lot between
the Capitol and the Annex is expected to
be completed by the end of October,
Clark Beauchamp, in the Engineering
hEARTIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: Can you give us any
tips about shopping for food? - A.K.H.
A. The average family spends about
25 per cent of its budget on food. Hence.
if your income is $500 per month, your
food budget would be $125. A savings of
26 per cent would mean the same
amount of food for $100. Here's how you
can do it:
1. Always plan ahead and use a list.
2. Do not shop while hungry.
3. Shop at two or three supermarkets
and compare prices.
4. Avoid impulse buying. Stick to your
list of necessities.
5. Shop once or twice a week.
6. Avoid paying for packaging, as in
the case of convenience foods.
7. Consider buying the local store''tf
brand which is equal to national brands
that are marked up 20 per cent to cover
the cost of advertising.
8. Avoid diet foods if possible', Bus
regular foods and eat less.
9. Learn to compare costs per unit
price. The larger size may be a great
deal cheaper, sit long as it doesn't sp4.0
before you careenti it.
10. Learn to substitute fish, poultrs !-
smaller quantities of meat in place of
meals which relied heavily on meat.
11. Become familiar with grading
regulations. A higher grade may refer
to the appearance of meat, or eggs
rather than the nutritional value.
12. Use nonfat dry and evaporated
milk and cut a third off your milk bill.
HEARTIANE: I am a 19-year-i.
college student. My father, who died
last month, worked in the railroa
industry all his life. Am I eligible for
survivor's benefit from his work
C.R.T.
A. If you are attending college -
full-time basis, and are between
ages of 18 and 22 years old and
unmarried, you are eligible. Howe%
your father must have been insured f •
survivor benefits under the Railr.
Retirement Act, which requires at It -
10 years of railroad service ant-,
"current connection" with the railr..:t
industry. The current connect
requirement is generally met if
parent was working in the railr
industry up to or shortly before dear '
retirement. If the parent did not I , •
these requirements, the Social Sec




employes may af§o qualify for
annuities, if their parents are deceased
or disabled.
A student attending day or evening
classes meets the requirements of a full
time student if the course of study lasts
at least 13 weeks, and if the school
considers him a full-time student
according to its standards. In addition,
if he or she attends a high school,
vocational school or any educational
institution other than a junior college.
college or university, the student's rate
of attendance must be at least 20 hours
a week.
HEARTLINE: I am a 59-year-old
widow and would love to find a pen pal
club. Can you help? - C.N.
A. Heartline has developed a pen pal
club exclusively for people over age 50.
"Heartline's Amarican 60 Club" has
been in existence for Over three years
and now has thousands of members
throughout the country. For complete
information and an enrollment card,
write "Heartline American 60 Club,"
114 E. Dayton, St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. Please enclose a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope with your
request.
Bible Thought
Therefore if any man be in Christ
he is a new creature: old things are
passed away; behold, all things are
become new. 11 Corinthians 5:17.
Just as the new day gives us a
chance to start anew, so Christ gives
us the chance for a new life -
forgiveness.
Isn't It The Truth
In most places men are still in the
saddle, so to speak, but only because it
took women a hundred years and more
to phase out the side-saddle.
Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter I. Apperson
Editor R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray ledger & Times is published
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Department of the Finance
Department said last week.
The new parking garage will have
more than 1,000 parking spaces which
doubles the parking capacity around
the Capitol and the Annex, Beauchamp
said. Elevators will carry people to the
surface where they have access to the
Capitol or Annex, just a short distance
away.
The present approach, without
coming to downtown Frankfort, will
serve the people coming in from the
west of Frankfort on 1-64 or U.S. 60.
However, there are plans that will
carry the new bypass road across the
Kentucky River and join with U.S. 60 on
the East Side of town, but this segment
will not be completed in time for the
legislative session.
The new access road begins on U.S. 27
just north of Franklin Square shopping
center and contes just south of the
Frankfort residential area and comes
in the old Lawrenceburg Road just
north of the parking garage.
Bids for the bridge across the
Kentucky River, connecting the new
road from the west side of town to the
east side, were opened last week.
The section of the road from the east
side of the river to the new Human
Resources complex in now under
construction.
Stewart Victor, information director
for the Highway Department. said
planned completion date for the new
bridge is for the fall of 1979.
The section of the road from U.S. 60
on the east side of town that will join the
new project near the Human Resources
building complex Will be advertised for
bids early next year under present
plans. A new interchange must be
constructed at the intersections of U.S
60 and 421 on the east side where tht
new road will join.
This will relieve the congestion of
traffic that now must come int.
downtown Frankfort to reach the
Capitol area and a major part of the
state offices scattered in. 50 areas
around town.
If the schedules work out as planned,
the east half of the new road complex
will be ready when the bridge is
completed across the Kentucky River.
This will mean that people can get off of
1-64 on either side of town dad scott
down a four-lane highway, or wide two-
lane highway, to the Capitol and Annex
on the Human Resourcias division
without getting involved in traffic on
Frankfort's busy thoroughfares.
Presently there is only one approach
from the west and one from the east to
the Capitol and other busy areas of
state government.
In the 1978 tlaeSSIon of the General
Assembly some persons were
chagrined to learn their cars had been
towed away when parking in some
restricted areas in the vicinity of the
Capitol.
There is ample parking room around
the new 28-story Plaza office building in
the Capitol Capital Plaza on Wilkinson
Boulevard on the north side of
Frankfort's business district.
Wilkinson Boulevard, a four-lane
highway, serves as a bypass on the
north side of Frankfort and serves as a
connector to the Plaza and the State
Office Building on the north side where
the Highway Department 'and State
Police have their central headquarters.
The biggest improvement for
legislators and Visitnrs during the 1978
legislative session is going to be the new
parking garage at the Capitol and the




Noble Stanley McDougal, Sr., was
elected Grand High Priest of the Grand
Chapter of the Kentucky Royal Arch
Masons at the convocation held at
Louisville.
Kent McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. McCuiston, was chosen as Farm
Bureau King of District One at the
meeting held at Kentucky Dam Village.
Deaths reported include Lyman C.
Colson, age 47.
M. Ronald Christopher will begin his
practice of law in Murray. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Christopher.
Miss Leslee Grogan was honored at a
party on her sixth birthday on
September 14 by her mother, Mrs. Glen
Grogan.
20 Years Ago
Standard Oil of California has
reached a depth of 3465 feet in drilling
operations on the Pearl Cherry farm on
the Coldwater Road, according to
reports. Drillers are going down at the
rate of two feet per hour and are still in
limestone, officials said.
A contract for bituminous concrete
surfacing on the Butterworth Road in
Calloway County has been awarded by
the Kentucky Highway Department.
The Rev. Paul Dailey will conduct
revival services at the Dexter
Missionary Baptist Church September
23 to 29.
Sandra Hamrick was installed as
worthy advisor of Murry Assembly
No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls at
the meeting held on September 17 at the
Masonic Hall.
A reunion of the Muzetta Grogan
family t4s held at the Murray City
Park on Sep ember 15.
30 Years Ago
Dr. R. M. Mason, Murray. won top
honors of exhibiting the Junior. Senior.
and Grand Champion females and
winners in the Junior .Get of Sire Class
at the Calloway County Fair. They were
exhibited by his herd manager, J. L.
Franklin, and his daughter, Evelyn.
Eddie Owen. Frank Hill, and Billy
Erwin, members of the Hazel High
School FTA dairy cattle judging team,
with their advisor. Carman Parks.
attended the Kentucky State Fair.
Murray HigHrSdhool beat Butler High
of F'rinceton 12 to 0 in football. John
Paul Butterworth and Harold Miller
took over the Tigers' two scores.
The family' of Mr. arid Mrs. W. L.
Story held a family reunion at their
home.
Miss Gretchen Long and Mr. and
Mrs. H. R. Long of Somerville. N J..
are the guests of relatives and friends
here.
ABOUT Tills PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on Ibis page' are
presented for the purpose of
hrovolm4 a forum for the' free
exchange of differing °protons
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to hind
, opinionated articles to only tlii)se
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper v.ould
be a disservice to our readers
Illierefiire,.ue encourage readers
who do not agree with -an editorial
starid or the ideas presented by an
inditidual \l riter in a column or
I,(her artw IV , to. respond with their
feehings Of i the particular issues.
beini2, discussed with a letter to the,
editor.
Bs l the SITI1' token, if an issue has
not kieeii discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the 'attention of the general public.I
we 'Welcome a letterato the editor ori
an uthored article on whatever that
top . might be.
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. . . Kentucky News Briefs . . .
Burglary
COALTON, Ky.(AP) —
Thieves who entered the First
National Bank of Grayson
overnight Monday apparently
couldn't get the 400-pound safe
open, so they took it with
them, police reported.
The safe, containing some
$20,000, was missing when





Essential agricultural uses of
natural gas would be exempt
from curtailment if U.S. Sen.
Wendell Ford, D-Ky. is
successful in his effort to win
approval of a Senate
amendment.
The Senate began its debate
on the subject of natural gas
regulation Tuesday afternoon.
Ford's amendment would




MARIETTA, Ga. I AP) —
The fire department has found
i an economical way to fight
fires — have them delivered to
the front door.
Firemen were awakened
Tuesday by city garbage
collectdr Hugh Turner, who
told them his truck was
ablaze.
Assistant Chief J.H. Powell
said his men quickly put out a
smoldering fire in the truck's
garbage bin.
"We get abOut one of those
deliveries a year," he said.
"We wish it would happen
more often. It sure saves on
gas."
Nine Voters And
Agriculture to identify the
uses of natural gas which are
essential to maintaining a
continuous flow of food
through the food supply
system.
Uses identified as essential
would be subject to
curtailment only when it
would be necessary to
continue supplies to
residential and small
commercial users of natural
gas, Ford said.
Bus Drivers
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( A-P ) — A
third contract offer has been
rejected by bus drivers and
mechanics for the Transit
Authority of River City.
The contract offer was
rejected Monday by the same
2-to-1 majority as the vote
taken Sept. 8.
The rejection was due to
insufficient money items,
according to Amalgamated
Transit Union Local 1447
President Gene Kelton, who
said the union bargaining
team will request another
meetiAg with TARC




LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP) —
Jefferson County teachers are
expected to begin picketing
the system's headquarters
building if progress isn't made




unanimously to -"stage a
"series of demonstrations,
including a mass rally, if it
can be organized
successfully," to put pressure
on the school system to reach
a settlement in the contral
talks.
Talks have been stalled
since April 27 when teachers
declared they were at at
You've Got Your Impasse 
Political Party
PUTNAM -STATION, N.Y.
(AP) — Forming a political
, party in this town near the
northern tip of Lake George is
as easy as getting up a sandlot
baseball team.,44 that's
needed under Lis,/ Ihre nine
registered voters.
Some years it's more and
other years less, depending on
the number who voted in the
previous election.
This year, the law is being
put to use.
The Republican caucus said
"no Moore" to Frank Moore,
town supesvisor for 32 years,
so Moore formed the People's
party to back his candidacy in
the Nov. 8 election.
Kevin Hart, who already
had formed the Independent
party to run for supervisor,
also got Moore's spot on the
Republican ticket.
Lloyd Slater had formed the
Sunshine party to run for
supervisor, too, but decided to
drop out. Slater's wife,
Margaret, picked up the
party's nomination for
supervisor.
Norman Nadeau heads the
Democratic ticket in this
heavily Republican town of
579 residents, but he's also the
candidate of the Citizen Rights
party, which he formed "to
appeal to Republicans."
The ballot won't be as
crowded as it could be,
though. The town's two
Conservatives and one Liberal
decided to sit out the election.
Coal Roads
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Department of
Transportation's task force




Brock Adans this week,
according to U.S. Sen. Walter
"Dee" Huddleston's office.
Huddleston, author of an
amendment which called for a
Department of Transportation
study of coal and other
energy impacted
transportation systems, said





WAUCHULA, Fla. I AP ) —
Jean Burton is offering a $100
reward for information
leading to the arrest and
conviction of the thief who
kidnaped her 5-month-old, 150-
pound hog named Little Pig.
Mrs. Burton said she had
raised the white-banded, red
boar hog on a baby bottle since
April. He was both along with
12 other piglets, but his
mother couldn't care for him.
The Burtons took a fancy to
the animal and sometimes let
him stay in the house where he
made pals of the family cat
and dogs.
"We were going to keep
Little Pig forever," she said.
"He'd gotten so close to all of
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These Items On Display
Throughout The Store
Log Cabin 32 oz.
Pancake Mix 69'
Scot Lad
Catsup 26 oz 59'
Borden Instant
Potatoes 1 lb 59'
Paramount Sweet
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Sirloin Steak lb $189
U. S.D. A., Choice
Chuck Steak lb 79'
1000  Beef 3 lbs or more
Ground Beef lb 79'
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rpese Low Shelf Prices
Tissue
59 Charmin 4 Roll*
09 Advance'  13 oz 41'
Gerber
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AMARILLO, Tex. (AP) - Two former Kentucky jail
inmates wW be allowed to serve the next two years of their
paroles playing basketball - on scholarship - for the
Amarillo College Badgers, regents of the school have
decided.
Regents of the 6,000-student state junior college decided
Tuesday night to honor basketball scholarships awarded to
the two athletes without the school officials knowledge.
The two athletes - one convicted of manslaughter and the
other of armed robbery - had their paroles transferred from
Kentucky to Amarillo when they were granted the
scholarships.
"These scholarships as executed by the college are valid
and binding legal contracts," said Dr. John E. Jones,
chairman of the junior college's board of regents. Jones said
the two men could play on the team if they maintain their
scholastic eligibility.
Charles D. Lutz, Jr., president of the school, said he did not
know the parolees had been awarded scholarships until he
read it in a copyrighted story in the Amarillo Globe-News.
"There has been an obvious breakdown at Amarillo College
that allowed such a thing to happen," he said then.
The parolees, 6-foot-7 John H. Luster, 24, and 6-foot-10
Stephen Lamont Varner, 21, are both former Louisville, Ky.,
residents. They were itecruited by first-year Amarillo
College Coach Jim Calvin.
"This has been blown out of proportion," said Calvin, a
former coach at Murray State University in Kentucky. "It's
not like we went out and recruited a couple of convicts. There
was a lot of things nobody ever mentioned. After the regents
found out the true facts, I think they dealt with it properly."
Varner had been sentenced to seven years in prison for
manslaughter and aiding and abetting a robbery, according
to Bob Zollinger, a Louisville prosecutor. Luster had been
convicted on two charges of robbery.
Luster's prison sentences totaled 10 years, the prosecutor
said. He served about three years before he was paroled on
Aug. 20, 1977. The parole was transferered to Amarillo on the
basis of the scholarship.
Luster, described by Calvin as "a real pro prospect," also
served a six-month sentence in Hamilton County, Ohio, for
assault with a dangerous weapon. He was arrested at the
University of Cincinnati, where had been awarded a
basketball scholarship.
He was charged with attacking a student with a knife,
according to a Cincinnati Police Department records clerk.
Tiant To Hurl For Bosox
In 'Must' Game Tonight
BOSTON (AP) - Manager
Don Zimmer of the Boston
Red Sox is ready to pay off a
small wager. And he still
hopes the payoff will come
from a World Series share.
Last July 2, Zimmer and
Manager Earl Weaver of the
Baltimore Orioles joined
friends in a discussibn of how
many victories it -would take
to win the Amertcan League
East this year.
"I don't think anyone in our
division will win 95 games,"
Zimmer said at the time.
"It will take at least 95 to
win," Weaver countered.
"At the time, we all were
struggling a little, winning
one, losing one, winning two,
losing one," Zhniner said
Tuesday after the Red Sox'
last regular season meeting
with the New York Yankees
was postponed by heavy rain.
"I don't think any of us were
10 games over .506, and I
honestly didn't think anyone
would win 95 in our division,"
he added. "Now it looks like
three of us will."
With a 93-58 record, the
Yankees are a cinch to
surpass 95 victories. The Red
Sox, 89-61, figure to hit that
mark with 12 games
remaining. Baltimore also
had an 89-61 record going into
a scheduled game with
Toronto Tuesday night.
The season windup between
the Yankees and the Red Sox
was postponed after Dick
Butler, AL Supervisor  ci 
Umpires, and Nestor Chylak,
chief of the umpiring crew for




packed crowd of about 34,000
expected, the official
postponement was delayed
until three hours before the
scheduled starting time.
The Red Sox also were given
permission to reschedule the
game for tonight. Tickets for
the postponed game will be
honored, with a time limitof 1
p.m. today for redemption of
unwanted ducats.
To a man, the Red Sox
realize they face a "must win"
situation tonight when they
send veteran Luis Mint, 114,





W L Pct. GB
N York 93 58 .616
Bait 90 61 .596 3
Boston 89 61 .593 3',21
Detroit 71 81 .467 7242
Cleve 67 85 .441 2612
Milwkee 64 89 .418 30
Toronto 52 98 .347 40'2
West
K.C. 94 55 .631 -
Chicago 85 67 .559 1047
Texas 84 67 .556 11
Minn 80 72 .526 151
Calif 72 78 .480 WI
Oakland 58 91 .389 36
Seattle 58 94 .382 37'2
Tuesday's Results
New York at Boston, ppd.,.
rain
Baltimore5, Toronto 2
Detroit, 5, Cleveland 4, 10 in-
nings
Milwaukee 5, Seattle 1
Chicago 8, Oakland 2
Kansas City 4, Minnesota 2
California 5, Texas 2
Wednesday's Ganies
New York ( Torrez 16-12) at
Boston (Tiant 11-8), In)
Toronto Byrd 2-111 at Balti-
more (Flanagan 12-101, (n)
Oakland ( Torrealba 4-5) at
Chicago/Knapp 11-6 n
Minnesota ( D.Jotmson 2-4 ) at
Kansas City ( Colborn 17-13,.
(n)
Seattle ( Medich 1141 at Mil-
waukee (Augustine 12-16), In)
Texas ( Blyleven 13-12) at Cal-
ifornia ( Caneira 1-1), ( n )
Thursday's Games
Toronto at Baltimore, (n)
Boston at Detroit, ( n1
Chicago at Seattle, In)




W L Pct. GB'
Phila 9456' .627 -
Pitts 87 65 .572 8
S Louis 78 72 .520 16
Chicago 78 73 .517 16'2
Montreal 69 80 .466 2442
N York 60 92 .39535
West
Los Ang 92 59 .609 -
Cinci 81 71 .533 11'7
Houston 76 74 .507 15'2
S Fran 69 83 .454 23,2
S Diego 65 87 .428 27E2
Atlanta 57 94 .377 35
Tuesday's Results
St. Louis at Montreal, ppd.,
, rain
Philadelphia 4, Chicago 2
Pittsburgh 4, Nei' York 2
Houston 6, Atlanta 3
Cincinnati 4, San Diego 0
Los Angeles 3, San Frandsco
Wednesday's Games
St. Louis I Urrea 74 and Ras-
mussen 10-16) at Montreal
( Dues 1-0-and Twitchell 5-10), 2,
rt‘n )
Chicago (Burris 13-15) at
Philadelphia (Lerch 8-5), (n) -
Pittsburgh (Kison 84) at New
York Koosman (n)
Atlanta (P.Nieitro 15-18) at
Houston ( Andujar 11-6 I , (n)
Cincinnati (Seaver 184) at
San Diego ( Owchinko 8-10), In)
Los Angeles (Rau 13-8) at
San Francisco (Minton 0-1), In)
Thursdays Games
Cincinnati at San Diego
Chicago at Philadelphia
St. Louis at Montreal, (n)
• Atlanta at Houston, ( n)
Onthames scheduled
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GOOD GAIN — Randy Dawson of East Calloway picks up a good gain here as he scampers to
the left side and picks up o first down. Dawson hod on outstanding game but East dropped a 6-0
game to South Marshall. The defensive beck for the Rebels is Martin lockord (10).
(Stuff Mats* by Mao &seise)4.
FIRST DOWN — David Tipton of Southwest Calloway runs outside mid picks up a first down in
the opening quarter against Ballard Memorial. Ilte two other Southwest players are Don Key (12)
and Tony Jetton (34) whil the Bollard defender is unidentified.
Jerry Quarry To Fight Again,
Says Shavers Will Beat Ali
By WILL GRBISLEY
AP Special Correspondent
As Jerry Quarry goes
through the rigid discipline of
a boxing comeback in
California's' secluded, mile-
high Lake Arrowhead, he lets
his, mind drift off into wild
fantasies.
He sees big Earnie Shavers
catching a jaded Muhammad
Ali with a thunderclap right
hand in their title fight at
Madison Square Garden Sept.
29 and the heavyweight
division suddenly opening up
like a mad Pandora's box.
"Earnie can't ever forget I
took him out in the first round
back in 1973," the journeyman
pugilist said on a visit to New
York to choreograph his
return to the resin wars. "He's'.
got to give me a shot.







Boys and girls, ages
13. come to our dealer-
nip 19 through
'',Ieptember 30 with your
arent or guardian and
up. While you're
ere, pick up your free
llP&K Tips Book,
'cu II find tips from the
Hios that may improve
.L:ur skills and give you
chance for a trip to
Super Bowl XII in New
Orleans for the PP&K
' National Championship.
Registration:
Thru Oct. 7, 1977
Ta,, loot Ott I





picture — up there where the
money is." '
-Boxing's White Hope,"
said Promoter Don King, who
persuaded the Californian to
come opt of two years'
retirement. "Thunder in
either fist. Tenacity. A fighter
to be reckoned with from the
womb to the tomb."
Quarry added a footnote.
"I got enough chin to take
anything anybody can throw
at it and I can take out
anybody I can reach."
Quarry, now 32, is a walking
billboard of his reckless
willingness to give and take.
He has bounced his iron chin
off some of the most famous
gloves in the business —
Muhammad All in two fights,
Joe Frazier, Ken Norton, Ron
Lyle.
His nose is flat. A four-inch
gash frames his left eye and
there is a smaller piece of
stitching that runs like a small
river through his bushy
eyebrow.
"Smokin' Joe gave me this
one — took 11 stitches," he
says, almost proudly, as if
showing off trophies in his
living room. "And this one
came from Ali in our first
fight."
Quarry, a rugged, bore-in
plugger, was chosen to serve
as the fatted calf when All, out
of action 2L2 years in a protest
against military service,
made his celebrated return in
Atlanta in October, 1970.
Ali won on a technical
knockout in three. In a second
fight, in 1972 in Las Vegas, the
referee stopped it in the
seventh. Both Frazier and
Norton stopped Quarry iii five
in 1975.
"Nobody ever knocked me
out. Always the fight was
stopped because I got cut. I
cut easy, bleed a lot. But I got
a jaw like cement."
Quarry has a record of 51
victories, 30 by knockout,
eight losses and four draws.
Quarry said disillusionment
in his chosen profession began
setting in after he watched his
brother Mike get demolished
by light heavyweight
champion Bob Foster in June,
1972.
-It did something to my
head," he explained. "It
wasn't I got scared. The only
fear I have is of dying of
suffocation. I never had a fear
on pain. I never had a fear of
being beaten. For some
reason, my confidence
suddenly disappeared."
Jerry now is undergoing
hypnotherapy which he insists
has screwed his head back on
his body.
"It's different now," he
says. "My mind is together. I
got confidence. I'm not going
to spend my life changing tires
on Greyhound buses. There's
big money in boxing. I'm
going after it.
"Even All said I was the
(only lightq who fights with
soul," the battered
journeyman heavyweight
said. "Nobody's got more
hands than me. Nobody got
more feet. I'm going to be
boxing's Cinderella Story, like
Jim Braddock."
All Three County Junior Highs
Lose, East Falls 6-0 To South
It was not a good day for
football in the county school
system Tuesday as the three
junior highs were outscored
by a combined total of 100-0.
The best outing by a county
team found East Calloway
losing a 6-0 contest to South
Marshall.
In the 'other two games,
Ballard Memorial blitzed
Southwest Calloway 60-4) while
Grove Junior High of Paris
ripped North Calloway 34-0.
East Calloway had opened
its season last week with a win
over Benton Junior High. For
three quarters, it looked as if
the East Lakers might be able
to make it two in a row.
Early in the game, East
showed they were ready to
play. They moved the ball
down to the South Marshall 23
on the first series but had the
misfortune of losing a fumble.
Then on their second series
of the first periO, the East
Lakers again worked inside
the South Marshall 25 only to
lose the ball on a fumble on the
haadoff.
EArly in the second quarter,
halfback Randy Dawson
connected on a 45-yard option
pass to end Lester Woods for
an apparent TD. But the six-
pointer was called back
because East had lined up off
sides.
Then in the middle of the
second period, Dawson again
hit Woods with a pass, this one
good for 31 yards and East had
the ball first and 10 on the
Rebel 19. East worked down to
the 14 but on a fourth and five,
Dawson's option pass was
short.
"Our mistakes in the first
half really cost us," East
coach Bill Miller said.
"Dawson was doing some
outstanding punting and we
had them backed up in their
own territory for the first half.
If we could have taken the
lead in the first half, we might
.have been able to hold on and
win the game,." _Miller_ said. 
Late in the third period,
East got a big break, thanks to
some heads-up play by James
Hounshell. South Marshall
attempted to punt and
Hounshell came up with a big
block and recovered on the
Rebel 21. But four plays later,
East lost the ball on an in-
terception.
Early in the fourth period,
with the game still a scoreless
tie, South Marshall finally
began to wear down East.
Quarterback Martin
Lockard carried from the
East 42 down to the 23. Picking
up two first downs and eating
up the ground and the clock,
South Marshall finally scored
as Jim Harper plunged one
yard up the middle. The
conversion failed and the
Rebels held a 6-0 lead.
, East picked up a first down
and ki their own 40 but
they had a ..ss intercepted
and South rshall took over
and ran the clock.
"I was very pleased with
our defensive effort," Miller
said.
"Our kids just wore down
late in the game. We did well
in the punting and in returning
punts. It's just a matter of
,getting our offense moving a
little better.
"Offensively, I was pleased
with the play of Dawson and
Wood plus the blocking of
tackle Rodney Hounshell.
Defensively, I thought right
end Gene Thurman had a good
game as did our middle
linebacker, James Hounshell,
Coach Miller added.
BIG PLAT COMING — Quarterback Martin lockard (10) of South Marshall fires a pass good for
15 yards in the Rebels' win over East Calloway. Chasing otter lockard are Tony Mindoro (64) and
Terry blanker (66) while in the background is Nick Willow/by (12).
•
'100 below cost 4iI9
East will host Southwest at 5
p.m. next Tuesday.
Southwest had all sorts of
problems with Ballard
Memorial Tuesday in a game
played at Calloway County
High School. But the biggest
problem for Southwest was
the fact Ballard had only 13
players on the team.
How was that a problem?
-After we were behind 36-0
going into the last quarter;-1
decided to let everyone have a
chance to play," Southwest
coach Merrill Brick said.
"Well, with only 13 players
on the team, they didn't have
any other choice but to keep on
playing and we had in our
second and third stringers so
the score got out of hand a
little," Brick added.
Ballard Went up 8-0 on their
first possession as the quar-
terback scored on a keeper
down the left side for 18 yards
then went in on the con-
version. On the following
possession for Southwest,
there was a fumble and the
Bombers got the ball on the
Laker 22 and returned it for a
TD. Ballard kicked the PAT
and led 15-0.
Ballard added two more
TD's and one extra point and
led 28-0 at half then scored one
TD and a two-point conversion
and led 36-0going into the final
period where Southwest used
a majority of seventh graders.
Ballard did play several
ninth graders in the game.
"We got a, real good game
out of our safety, Jeff But-
terworth, Brick said.
"He had to leave the game
in The third quarter after he
got a cut and had to get stit-
ches. Up to that point, he had
done a stellar job. He had one
interception and appeared to
be the only defensive player
who was really sticking
people.
"Offensively, our quar-
terback, Dan Key, did a real
dependable job. In the last
quarter,. he carried _the. ball
virtually every time and
showed a lot of enthusiasm
and aggressiveness," Coach
Brick added.
Southwest did pick up three
first downs in the game but
never got past the Ballard 40.
As was the case for South-
west, a lack of experience hurt
North Calloway in their 34-0
loss at Paris to a tough Grove
club.
Grove scored early in the
first period on a sweep of 30
yards to take a 6-0 lead. They
added another TD late in the
period and scored the con-
version for a 14-0 lead.
At intermission, Grove led
20-0.
In the third quarter, Grove
scored another TD and led 26-0
then in the final period, Grove
added two more TD's and
North played their seventh
graders against Grove.
"Our kids played well but
Grove was a seasoned team,
North coach Steve Payne said.
"I was pleased with our
play. They weren't much
bigger than we were but they
were so much quicker. I
thought our defensive backs
and linebackers played well.
"Offensively, I think our
deepest penetration was to
their 45 and I'm not for sure if
we even had a first down,"
Coach Payne added.
North will play iat South
Marshall next ifuesday.
Southwest and East will battle
in a 5 p.m. game at East and
Murray Middle will open its
season with a contest at
Benton.
HOCKEY
PRAGUE — The Cincinnati
Stingers of the World Hockey
Association, whe left the ice
for 13 minutes in the third
period because they were
unhappy with the officiating,
lost to the Czechoslovak
national team 12-3 in the
International Rude Pray o
Tournament.
OPTION PASS — Halfback Randy Dowse., (24), who also did a fine job of panting for East
Calloway, shows his versatility with an option poss. The quartegbadt is Dale Martin (12) while
blocking is Craig Robertson (foreground). East dropped a hard-fought 6-0 decision to South Mar-
shall as the Rebels finally managed to store midway through the final period.
(Staff Kees by Mike leumules)
Murray Supply
Lawn & Garden Center




2-8 N. P. Gilson
Rider
Rear Engine, Electric Start
00
Gilson Tractors
3-16 N. P. with 48" or
42" mower, hydro drive and lift199595
1-11 N. P. with mower *
hydro lift-gear drive
1-8 N. P. Tractor Type
Mower Was '1 MI5
$79500
2-8 H. P. Arians
Riders
Poll Start 30" Cut
Was '779.99 NOW
3-8 N. P. Arlen
Rider
Electric Start, 30" Cut
Was '1095.95 NOW
$95900
1-7 N. P. Ariens
Rider pas.







3- 8 N. P. ACE Hardware
Front Engine
30- cut Was 121.00 $469
5-8 N. P. ACE Hardwire
Front Engine - 38" cut, electric start
$63995Was '71111.00
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Slip By Blue Jays 5-2
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The Baltimore Orioles are
still alive. Just how well they
are remains to be seen.
While the New York
Yankees and Boston Red Sox
were rained out Tuesday
night, the Orioles came
through with a 5-2 victory over
the Toronto Blue Jays as Jim
Palmer scattered seven hits
for his 18th triumph and
rookies Eddie Murray and
Rich Dauer homered.
"The magic number holds
tonight," said Manager Earl
Weaver, whose Orioles took
over undisputed possession of
second place in the American
League East, three games
behind the Yankees but one-
half game in front of Boston.
"We're on our death bed but
we're not dead yet," shouted
outfielder Pat Kelly.
With 11 games left for the
Yankees and Orioles and 12
for the Red Sox, the magic
number is nine for all
concerned. Any combination
of nine Yankee wins and
Oriole or Red Sox losses will
spell the end of the long, hot
summer race.
"It's up to the Yankees,"
said Palmer, who won his fifth
consecutive decision. "If they
win nine we're in trouble.
Royals 4, Twhis 2
George Brett hammered
two solo homers .and Hal
McRae added a two-run shot
while Paul Splittorff scattered
seven hits for his sixth
consecutive triumph. Kansas
City leads Chicago by 10%,
games and Texas by 11 and
the Royals' magic number in
the AL West is down to two.
Angels 5, Rangers 2
Ken Brett celebrated the
signing of a three-year
contract with his 13th victory,
Bobby Bonds hit his 36th home
run and stole a pair of bases
and pave Chalk and Ron
JacksOn also homered. Bonds
has 11 games in which to
become the first player in
major league history to hit 40
home runs and steal 40 bases
in the same season. He has 39
steals and 36 homers.
White Sox 8, A's 2
Oakland tied a club record
by making seven errors in one
game and Henry Cruz blasted
a two-run homer. Cruz' homer
preceded three Oakland
errors in the fifth inning when
e Sox scored five runs and
too 2 lead. An error in the
first inning and two on one
play in the sixth contributed to
a pair of runs. The errors were
committed by first baseman
Mike Jorgensen, a pair by
second baseman'. Rodney
Scott, center fielder Tony
Armas, catcher Manny
Sanguillen, third baseman
Wayne Gross and shortstop
Rob Picciolo.
Tigers 5, Indians 4
Jason Thompson opened the
bottom of the 10th inning with
his 29th homer and pinch
hitter John Wockenfuss
singled home the winning run
following a walk to Lance
Parrish, a sacrifice and an
intentional walk to Ben
Oglivie.
Brewers 5, Mariners 1
Sal Bando's two-run single
sparked a four-run fifth inning




Chicago Bulls of the National
Basketball Association have
trimmed their roster to 17
players.
The cuts announced
Tuesday included two rookie
draft picks, Jay Chessman of
Brigham Young and Mike
Smith of Evansville.
Also cut from the squad
were rookie free agents Matt
Hicks of Northern Illinois, Bob
Slater of Trinity and David
Greene of Wright College.
GET NBA — Jeff Norsworthy (42) of Smstbut haws for.
Ballard Memorial runner. Norsworthy mmsagod to ms the
shoestring tackle. Dollard won the game 60-0.
Raider-Steeler Dispute
To Be Settled On Field
By GARY MIHOCES
Associated Press Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
Pittsburgh Steelers and
Oakland Raiders will settle
out of Court here Sunday.
Some not so solemn oaths
may be sworn, and objections
will be sustained or denied by
the sound of popping helmets.
Yet the outcome should
require less than the four
hours a San. Francisco jury
needed to decide the last
Raider-Steeler dispute, a
landmark case that brought
the slander suit into the pro
football arsenal.
The differences are the
product of past tangles,
beginning with Steelers vs.
Raiders, 1972, "The Case of
the Immaculate Reception,"
and extending to Steelers vs.
Captain D's
• 2 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries








Raiders, 1976, which led to
public disclosure of "Noll's
NFL Criminals."
Fans at Three Rivers
Stadium chanted "We want
Oakland, we want Oakland"
Monday night during the
Steelers' 27-0 victory over San
Francisco.
Undoubtedly, many of those
same fans were at the stadium
in 1972 when Franco Harris
made a shoestring catch of a
ricocheted pass and turned it
into a 60-yard touchdown play
that ousted the Raiders from
the playoffs.
In 1973, Pittsburgh won 17-3
in Oakland, but the Steelers
came home alleging Raider
linemen had greased their
jerseys and that semi-deflated
balls had been sent from the
sideline for Steeler field goal
tries.
Later that season, Oakland
pointed the accusatory finger,
contending Steeler assistant
coaches tried to use press
passes to gain admittance to a
Raider game for scoutIng
purposes.
That same 1973 season
ended for Pittsburgh with a 33-
14 playoff loss in OalAand.
But the Steelers regrouped
to beat the Raiders in both the
1974 and 1975 AFC title games,
eventually winning Super
Bowl titles both years.
It was after the 1975
encounter here that the
Raiders suggested the
Steelers might have allowed
the field to freeze to throttle
Oakland's passing game.
In that same game, Steelers
receiver Lynn Swann received
a concussion when belted in
the Raider secondary.
Swann recovered quickly
enough to win the MVP Award
in the Super Bowl, but he
sustained another concussion
last year as the Steelers
opened their regular season
with a loss in Oakland.
The Raiders won that game
with 17 points in the last three
minutes. By then, Swann was
in a fog induced by a forearm
smash from behind by George
Atkinson.
It was at a press lunch the
next day in Pittsburgh that
Steeler Coach Chuck Noll said,
"There is a criminal element
in every aspect of Society and
apparently we have one in the
National Football League.
Atkinson took exception and
slapped Noll and the Steelers
with a $2 million suit.
Noll, who spent the early
preseason at the trial in San
Francisco, was at training
camp when he learned that the






TOKYO (AP) — Eight top
Japanese collegians will meet
a team of American university
golfers in the third U.S.-Japan
golf meet Dec. 14-16, the
Japan. 0, College Golf
Association said today.
The 54-hole, three-day
tournament, to be played at
the Narashino Country Club
course in Chiba Prefecture r
near Tokyo, was inaugurated
in 1975 to boost college golf
interest in Japan.
The United States won the
team and individual
championships in 1975 arid the
Japanese took both titles in
1976.
Dodgers Dethrone
Reds In AL West
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
"The Reds are not going to
win the World Series algain,"
said Los Angeles Dodgers
outfielder Reggie Smith. But
the Dodgera4night.
Los Angeles took the first —
and perhaps biggest — step
toward the world
Championship Tuesday night
when they defeated the San
Francisco Giants 3-1 and
clinched the National League
West Division pennant. The
Dodgers are 111'2 games ahead
of Cincinnati with 10 to play.
"To beat out Cincinnati, a
team that had won two World
Series in a row, is a
tremendous accomplishment
and we did it as a team," said
Dodgers rookie manager Tom
Izsorda. "This is my greatest
thrill in 32 years in baseball.
These guys knew they were
going to win from the day they
finished spring training."
Smith, a key performer for
the Dodgers all year long,
agreed.
We took it from day one of
the season," Smith said. "We
won it wire-to-wire" — they
led the division from April 16
on — "ancehot too many teams
can sa'y that, especially when
they're in the same division
with the world champs."
Tommy John, 19-6, who beat
the Giants for the eighth time
in nine lifetime decisions,
carried a four-hitter into the
ninth before giving up San
Francisco's only run on a Jack
Clark triple and a single by
Gary Alexander. Lance
Rautzhan came on to strike
out Gary Thomasson and
clinch the pennant.
"The only thing I asked of
this team," said Lasorda, the
Sports Deals







Signed Fred Cook, defensive
end.
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS —
Released Chris Golub,
defensive back and Pat
McNeil, running back. Signed








— Announced the retirement
of Nate Thurmond, center.
MILWAUKEE BUCKS —
Wa Wed Fred Carter, guard.
NEW JERSEY NETS —
Released Jim Fox, center.
NEW YORK KNICKS . —
Signed Phil Jackson, forward.
favorite for NL Manager of
the Year, "was to believe in
themselves as much as I
believe in them."
Rick Monday, whose two.
run homer was the key blow in
the game, was dumbfounded
after the pennant-clinchi4.
"I feel like a little kid right
now," he said. "If anyone said
this game doesn't excite you,
they're crazy."
In other National League
games, Cincinnati defeated
San Diego 4-0, Philadelphia
stopped Chicago 4-2,
Pittsburgh beat New York 4-2
and Houston outhit Atlanta 6-
3. St. Louis's game at
Montreal was rained out.
Reds 4, Padres 0
Tom Seaver, 19-6, fired a
twohitter and George Foster
belted his 49th home run of the
season, a two-run blast in the
first inning. Don Werner also
homered for the Reds.
Before the game, Padres
president Buzzie Bavasi
retired after a career in
baseball that dated back to
1939.
PhilUes 4, Cuba 2
The Phillies reduced their
magic number for cliaching
the Eastern Division to four as
Steve Carlton won his 22nd
fame and Tim McCarver, his
personal catcher, drove in
three runs.
Pirates 4, Meta 2
John Candelaria hurled a
sixhitter for his 18th victory in
23 decisions this season and
Bill Robinson knocked home
Candelaria with the winning
run in the eighth inning.
Astro:if, Braves 3
Joe Niekro won for the 10th
time in his last 14 decisions for
Houston. He gave up nine hits
and struck out eight.
Cesar Cedeno went 3-for-4 to
extend his hitting streak to 21
games. Cedenti scored the




-6ermany — Roberto Urrutia
of Cuba broke two world
records at the World
Weightlifting Championships
by snatching an
unprecedented 314 pounds for
a record total of 695 pounds.
BASEBALL
DETROIT — Infielder Don
Kessinger of the Chicago
White Sox has been named the




The award was presented in
memory of Thompson, a
former infielder with
Minnesota and Texas, who
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100% Solid Stole MottQlor Chassis Design • Block Matrix
In-line Picture Tube • Custom Picture Csontrol • Auto'
matic Color Control • Sharpness Control' si Use Otasco Credit!
Save '30
Reg. $379.95. Sale Price $349.87 • Philco
15" Color Portable •100% Solid 'State *
Philco Auto-Lock Channel Tuning (ACT)
• Auto-tint for electronically balanced
color. 85 686 7
Save '15
Reg. $114.95. Sale Price $99.87 • 100%
Solid State, 12-in, diagonal picture. Pre-set
fine tune black & white picture. Convenient
carrying handle. as 5I"2
GE 12-In. B/W Portable Runs on AC...or DC. Cig-
arette Lighter Cord for 12 Volt. V, 11917
Save '50
Reg. $669.95. Sale Price $619.87 • 25"
Console, 100% Solid State • One-Touch
Color Tuning • In-Line /s.,Aotrix Tube •
Casters for easy moving • e-hoice of Early
American or Mediterranean Styling. s ' 552
• _ -
Site Price
Reg. $139.95. Sale Price $129.87 • 100%
Solid State • 16-inch diagonal screen •
A perfect second set for bedroom, play-
room or den. 85619
Sale Prices Good Through Saturday At Over 650 Stores Throughout the South and Southwest.
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. . News In Brief . .
NATIONAL
OKLAHOMA CITY AP —
An Oklahoma Baptist church
leader say s church members
were shocked to leant' that sex
change operations have been
conducted at Baptist Medical
Center. He says action will be
taken to stop -the surgery.
This is more than a medical
issue," said the Rev. Richard
B. Douglass. president of the
Baptist General Convention of
Oklahoma. The ultimate
problem is that when we own
an institution, we are publicly







differences exist between his
country and the United States
over some aspects of Middle
East peace diplomacy. Dayan
says the two countries are at
odds over new Israeli
settlements in occupied Arab
territory and the U.S. call for
an almost total Israeli
withdrawal from the land the
Arabs lost in 1967. But the
foreign minister -says West




would be acceptable at a
reconvened Geneva peace
conference.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Senate subcommittee is
learning that the CIA
fxperienced some failures in
its years-long program of drug
experimentation. For
Instance, former agent David
Rhodes testified Tuesday that
there was an abortive attempt
in 1959 to test LSD on a
h qiseful of unsuspecting
people in San Francisco. r
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Opponents of the Panama
Canal treaty are conducting
an intensive lobbying
c impaign to win allies among
some 30 senators who haven't
made up their 4ninds on the
pact. Conservative groups
reportedly are prepared to
spend close to a million dollars
tu persuade the fence-
straddling senators to vote
against the agreements.
INTERNATIONAL
LONDON (AP) — Britons
mourned today for Victor, the
giraffe who died for love, and
the Glasgow museum
proposed stuffing him so it
could put him on display. The
18-foot-tall animal did the
splits at Marwell Park Zoo
Thursday night while trying to
mate one of his three wives
and couldn't get back on his
feet. After 125 hours reclining
and the loss of 500 of his 2,000
pounds, he was hoisted to his
feet in a canvas sling Tuesday
dui started gasping and died
minutes after the workmen
lowered him for a rest.
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Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have more hunting items than any other area store...all at discount prices
No. 4110-910 Peer LTD
"Deese" Competed
Wag Drew tow
44" length with peak weights of 40 to 60
lbs on the same bow. SO% break off,
variable draw length of 28'-r" to 30kz" A
laminated limb compound bow with
quickly adjustable peak weights of 40-45-
5045-60 lbs. Fast acting and double
tapered for tan oerformance. easily
relaxed for string change or storage.
Magnesium handle, light weight ec-
centric suspension system. Pre-drilled






44" length with peak weights
50, 55 and 60 lbs on the same
tow 50% break-off variable
draw length of 28 to 30s inches
An economy priced compound
bow with thermal bonded epox.
resin limbs Positive wt control
system allows bow to stal. in
time throughout entire peak
weight range Magnesium han-





A moderately priced bow Features a(
curacy . performance, quality, and low
price Wt 3 Its 8 az Magnesium alloy
handle Sylvan brown metallic epoxy






Fits R orL. Hand
All Bear take down
& compound bows
$1895
Prices Good through Sunday
Playtex
Living Gloves
Fit, coral ort grip. Size Sell- Mama - Large
Sale 79





























while stocks are complete
we have more archery
equipmentihan any
area store, all at
Discount Prices
Fast relief of nasal congestion
hoed colds. ' 3 01.
Fancy & Plain, Hand
Crafted






14" & 16" Deep
$1999.$23"























Buffalo 21 Piece SAE
1.4" & a's" Drive
Reg. 10.97
Socket Set sale $888
Pam prin Tablets
Pre-period relief Reduced water weight-gain, relieves 4




100°. Pure Pain Reliever. NO Tablets
Sale 96
Geritol Tablets ,









Choice of Regular Super Hold
Unscented Super Unscented









Regular or Mint Flavored









































3 Sizes- Heavy guage vinyl
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Warren of Benton Route Five
died Tuesday. at 7:45 a.m at
the Benton Long Term Care
Unit. She was 76 years of age
and a member of the Olive
Baptist Church.
The deceased was married
to Richard Hutchens who died
in 1963. She later married [.ex
Warren and he died in 1975.
Born January 2, 1901, she was
the daughter of the late Hugh
Beggs and Alice Tubbs Beggs.
Mrs. Warren is survived by
one son, Ray Hutchens,
Hopkinsville: two step sons.
Elroy and Glen Warren,
Hardin Route One; two
sisters, Mrs. Ruby Parker,
Benton Route Five, and Mrs.
Hesta Strauss, Missouri; two
brothers, Dewey Beggs,
Benton Route Five, and
Raymond Beggs, Canton,
Ohio; six grandchildren; five
great grandchildren; several
step grandchildren and great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
hapel of the Linn Funeral
Home. Benton, with the Rev.
Dennis Waters and the Rev.
Aubert Rose officiating.
Burial will follow in the Maple
Springs Cemetery.





Mrs. Gardner ( Sola ) Curd of
Hazel Route Two died
Tuesday at eight a. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
'was 78 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Blood River
Church of Christ. Born June 3,
1899, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
George A. Wilson and Nora
Allbritten Wilson. One infant
child died December 19, 1929.
Mrs. Curd is survived by her
husband, Gardner Curd, Hazel
Route Two; one brother, Burie
Wilson, South 13th Street,
Murray; two nieces, Mrs.
Wendell (Sadie Nell )
Allbritten and Mrs. Pat
(Frances) Shea, Murray; two
nephews. Joe Bruce Wilson,
Hazel Route Two, and George
Robert Wilson, Louisville.
The funeral is being held
today at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with Bro. John
Dale officiating and Joe
Thompson as song leader'.
Serving as pallbearers are
John Burton, John Williams,
John Solmon, Billy Bruce
Wilson, Hal Allbritten, and
Bill Ed Hendon. Burial will





The funeral for Luther
Buster Bumphis of 204 Pine
Street, Murray, will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the Mt.
Horeb Free Will Baptist
Church with the Rev. Richard
Drew officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery witli
the arrangements by the
Rutledge Funeral Home
where the wake will be held
Thursday from eight to nine
p.m.
Mr. Bumph's. age 71, died
Saturday at 7:20 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. .
He is survived by five
daughters. Mrs. Elton
(Eloise ) Hamilton, Detroit,
Mich., Mrs. Joseph
( Elizabeth I Cooper, Sharon
Hills, Pa., Mrs. Francis
Spirey, Philadelphia, Pa., and
Mrs. Orea Nelle Bumphis and
Miss Betty Bumphis, both of
Murray; one son, Boyce
Bumphis, Hopkinsville; one






Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.0.
Below dam 302.0.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.4.
Below dam314.3.




Dead At Age 18
Mrs. Lee ( Renee Palmeri )
Bromley, granddaughter of
Dave Burkeen of Murray
Route Eight, died suddenly
Monday at eight a. m. at her
home in Detroit, Mich. She
was 18 years of age and her
death was due to heart failure.
The young woman had
graduated from Taylor High
School, Taylor, Mich., in the
spring and had married this
summer.
Mrs. Bromley is survived by
her husband, Lee Bromley,
Detroit, Mich.; her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Palmeri,
and one sister, Miss Stephanie
Palmeri, Taylor, Mich.; her
maternal grandfather, Dave
Burkeen, Murray Route
Eight. Her mother is the
former Patty Joyce Burkeen
of Calloway County.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Howe Peterson
Funeral Home, Taylor, Mich.,
with burial to follow in a
cemetery there.
Mrs. Hook, Sr., Is
Dead At Age 72;
Rites On Thursday
Mrs. B. B. (Euple) Hook,
Sr., of Lone Oak died Tuesday
at four p.m. at the Medco
Center, Paducah.-She was 72
years of age and was preceded
in death by her husband, B. B.
Hook, Sr., in 1948.
The Paducah woman was a
member of the Lone Oak
Baptist Church. Born June 19,
1905, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Levi Hopkins and Laura Smith
Hopkins.
Mrs. Hook is survived by
three sons, B. B. Hook, Jr.,
1704 Parklane Drive, Murray,
Jerry -Hook, Memphis, Tn.,
and Danny Hook, Indian
Head, Md.; two daughters,
Mrs. James (Shirley ) Turley,




Also surviving are five
sisters, Mrs. Lois Omie Work-
man and Mrs. Cecil ( Myrtle)
Hopkins, Almo Route One,
Mrs. Ola Burkeen, Almo, Mrs.
Leonard (Dell) Crawford,
Gatesborough Estates,
Murray, and Mrs. Octie Allen
Lindsey, Murray Manor
Apartments, Murray; one
brother, Jack Hopkins, Almo
Route One. Three brothers,
Ballet, Amos, and Milton
Hopkins, and one sister,
Goldie Hopkins, preceded her
in death.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at three p.m. at
the chapel of *he Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah, with
the Rev. Willis Henson of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Oak Grove Cemetery
s there.
Friends may call at the





A delegation of about 10
journalism and marketing
students at Murray State
University will attend the fifth .
district meeting of the
American Advertising
Federation in Louisville on
Friday, Sept. 23.
Joe Rigsby, assistant
professor of journalism and
adviser to the newly
established' ADS Club on the
campus, will accompany the
group to the meeting of both
professional and student
advertising clubs in Kentucky,
Ohio. and West Virginia.
He said Murray Stkte
students will be involved in
future . advertising com-
petition at the district level for
the right to compete for
national honors of the
organization.
Among the speakers during
the Friday meeting will be:
Jackie DaCosta of the Ted
Bates Company of New York;
Erwin Ephron, a Chicago
marketing consultant; and
Fred' Farrar, senior vice-
president of Cresmer,
Woodward, O'Mara, and
Ormsbee of New York.
TO PRESENT RECITAL—Henry Bannon, tenor, and
pianist Marie Taylor will present a faculty recital at 8:15
p.m. Tuesday. Sept. 27 in the Farrell Recital Hall on the
second floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University. Accompanied by Mrs. Taylor, ,
he will sing works by Haydn, Wolf, Strauss, Faure,
Ischaikovvsky, and Grieg, and she will play the music at
Liszt. Presented by the Department of Music and the
College of Creative Expression, the recital is open to the




MOREHEAD, Ky. ( AP ) —
Fire of undetermined origin
swept through a barn on the
Morehead State University
farm early today, killing 25
horses and destroying most of
the building.
Ten other horses were led to
safety by university personnel
and William Hall of
Williamson, W. Va.
Hall spotted the blaze when
he arrived at the farm about
4:30 a.m. with horses he




started in an exercise room




the horses were used for a
horsemanship instructional
program. He said some
students boarded horses at the
barn but they were not
injured.
Dr. Robert Webb, president
of the Kentucky Walking
Horse Association, said the
show would open as scheduled
tonight in Richardson Arena.
The loss was estimated at
$350,000 which the spokesman
said was covered by
insurance.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local intergst at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by!. M. Si,ion Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av  -4.42
Airco 281/2 +7.
Air Products  242% +L.
Am. Motors 4 -L.
Ashland Oil 300 -L4
. 62% unc
Ford Motor Co. 44s
Gen. Dynamics 53's
Gen, Motors 69 unc
Gen. 71re  23L4 - 4
Goodrich 2014 11,
Gulf Oil  28 unc
IBM 256'. -21/
Pennwalt -331/2 ±",
Quaker Oats .  22'. +Ls
Tappan 97. -L.
Western Union ........ 187.
Zenith Radio 15 +",
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, Are as follows































Federal State Market News Service Sep-
ternber 21, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 626 Est. 350 Barrows &
Gilts 75-1.00 higher Sows steady. 1_00
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 940 00-40 50
US 1-3 20044011as 939 75-40 25
US 2-4 240-260 Ihs 939 00-39 75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs 938.25-39.00
Sown
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 834 0035 00
US 1 -3 300-450 lb. 133.0034.00
US I -3 450.650 1135 00-36 00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 93200-33.00
Boars 24 00.27 00
Livestock Markets
LOUISVILLE ( AP) (USDA)
— Cattle and calves estimated
receipts 2,600; slaughter
steers and heifers untested;,
cows fully 50 lower, instances
1.00 lowier; bulls weak to 50
lower; calves and vealers
untested; feeders steady;
commercial cows 21.50-23.50;
utility 22.00-24.75; few high
dressing individuals 26.00-
27.50; cutter 20.50-24.00;
canner and cutter under 800 lb
18.00-20.50; slaughter bulls
28.50-32.50; few choice 150-285
lb vealers 34.00-40.00; choice
330-430 lb calves 33.00-35.00;
feeder steers choice 300-500 lb
39.50-44.00; 500-700 lb 38.00-
42.25; 700-830 lb 36.50-41.00;
part load 714 1b43.80; good and
choice 300-500 lb 37.00-40.06;
500-790 lb 36.00-38.50; good300,
500 lb 33.00-37.00; 500-830 lb
32.00-36.00; standard 300-710 lb
27.00-33.00; heifers choice 300-
500 lb 32.00-34.50; 500-700 lb
33.00-37.50; good an choice 300-
700 lb 29.75-33.00; good 300-700
lb 26.00-30.00.
Hogs 2,000, Astimate
includes 1,100 feeder pigs;
barrows and gilts 50 higher; 1-
2 225-240 lb 41.25-41.30; 1-3 225-
270 lb 40.90-41.25; 2-3 200-260 lb
40.00-40.75; 3-4 240-285 lb 39.00-
40.00; sows 1.00 lower; 1-3 300-
400 lb 35.00-36.00; 400-650 lb
36.00-37.00; 3 300-450 lb 34.00-
35.00; boars over 300 lb 31.00-
32.00.





Ky.( AP) — The first court
tests of Bowling Green's
recently adopted anti-
pornography ordinance are
due after four recent arrests.
Burchel 0. Wolfe, owner of
Foodette, a local grocery was
scheduled to appear in court
today after his arrest Tuesday
for violation of the ordinance.
Three employees of
Tucker's Minute Mart were
cited Monday and all of the
arrests were described as part
of a special inspection, a
spokesman for Police Ctiief
Wayne Constant said.
Assistant Chief William A.
Brumit arrested David L.
Williams, 41, Debris A.
Crittiden, n, and Rachel M.
Madison, 27 at Tucker's
Minute Mart, a police
spokesman said. Williams was
identified as the store
supervisor and the others as
clerks. They are to appear in
Bowling Green Police Court
September 28.
The ordinance forbids
display for purpose of sale and
the selling of obscene
materials.
The Tucker's store
employees were arrested by
Brumit after he witnessed the
sale of a Playboy magazine to
a customer about 6 p
Monday, a police spokesman
said.
Tucker did not disputp
charge that the literature
being sold in his stores.
that his chain was singled
Carter And Lance Reportedly
Nearing Decision On OMB Job
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter and his longtime friend Bert
Lance reportedly are nearing a
decision on whether Lance will keep his
job as head of the Office of
Nlanagement and Budget.
Carter scheduled a news conference
today and there were indications that
5,,ine sort of decision on the Lance
affair would be forthcoming, although
Press Secretary Jody • Powell
discouraged speculation Tuestday that
an announcement would be made.
Lance played doubles tennis with
Carter as his teammate Tuesday and
the former Georgia banker was
described by an aide that night as
saying he has "no intention of
resigning."
But there were two developments
Tuesday that appeared to erode
Lance's position.
—Senate Majority Leader Robert
Byrd of West Virginia, who visited
Carter on Monday night, was believed
to have urged the President for the
second time to let Lance go.
- The Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee released new testimony by
a government lawyer, indicating that
Lance actively, sought to clear his
record with federal bank examiners.
Meanwhile, the Los Angeles Times
quoted White House aides in today's
editions as saying Carter had left it up
to Lance to decide whether he should
resign, but both were weighing the
politics of the situation.
Powell said Tuesday that Carter
would not be swayed by public opinion
about his old friend and the Los Angeles
Times said one senior White House aide
had heard Carter telling Lance during a
Monday meeting: "Bert, come back
and let me know what you think."
The newspaper said one Carter aide
pictured the President as anxious to
hold the press conference, despite the
certainty of a flood of Lance questions,
and quoted the aide as saying: "He said
he's tired of hiding and wants to get on
with it."
Byrd revealed his Monday meeting
with Carter, but refused to say what the
two had discussed. Before Lance's
testimony to the Governmental Affairs
Committee last week, Byrd had said
Lance's resignation was inevitable.
But on Tuesday he refused to say if
his opinion had changed, telling
reporters "I think the President and
Mr. Lance are evaluating the situation
and I think they both need a little time
in which to do that. I think they will be
aided by silence, not by public
statements."
The new information revealed by the
Senate committee, which spent nine
days taking testimony on allegations
involving Lance's financial practices,
disputes Lance's statement denying
that he suggested that a federal
regulator lift sanctions against one of
his Georgia banks. -
The new evidence was volunteered
last weekend to Internal Revenue
Service agents by Michael Patriarca, a
lawyer for the enforcement and
compliance section of the comptroller
of the currency's office.
Patriarca told the IRS about a
private conversation he said he had
with Donald L. Tarleton, regional
administrator for the comptroller's
office in Atlanta, in a Miami
restaurant. He said Tarleton told him
that last Nov. 22, Lance had come to his
office and said:
"Jimmy wants me to be the head of
the OMB, and I want to go into it with a
clear record, so I just wondered if you
could see your way clear to lift the
agreement on Calhoun."
Later that day, Tarleton revoked an
agreement requiring the First National
Bank of Calhoun, Ga., which Lance
headed as chairman of the board, to
correct procedures bank examiners
had criticized, including liberal
overdraft policies for bank officials.
Lance, his wife and members of her
family who were bank directors had
written checks for substantially more
money than they had in their accounts.
Testimony before the committee
indicated that overdrafts by Lance, his
wife and members of her family at one
time totaled some $450,000.
Lance told IRS investigators earlier
this month that the Calhoun agreement
was mentioned only "in an offhand
manner" to Tarleton.
"I did not ask or tell Mr. Tarleton to
remove the agreement from the
Calhoun bank," Lance said. "I did not
suggest or imply that the agreement be
rescinded."
Tarlelon said he did not remember
the agreement being discussed at all.
Both men substantially repeated their
testimony in appearances before the
Senate committee last week.
Sen. Charles Percy, R-Ill., ranking
minority member of the Senate
committee, said: "The facts in this
sworn statement speak for themselves
and appear to directly contradict sworn
testimony — including sworn
statements made by Mr. Lance— to the
Governmental Affairs Committee."
Both Lance and Tarleton declined
comment.
Shillings Say Fair Trial
Made Impossible By Carroll
CINCINNATI (AP) — Charges by
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll have
made chances for a fair trial in the
Beverly Hills Supper Club tragedy
"practically impossible," the owners
say.
Carroll, after releasing the state
investigative report on the May 28 fire
at The -Southgate, -Ky., chill, predicted-- -
the owners might be indicted on
charges of criminal misconduct.
-Incredibly and without precedent,
Gov. Carroll has assumed' the role of
special prosecutor in Campbell County,
judge and jury," the supper club
owners .said in a prepared statement
presented Tuesday by one their
attorneys.
The club owners — Richard Schilling
and his three sons — were present along
with their attorneys when the
statement was read, but they refused to
be questioned.
"We feel that irreparable damage
has clearly been done in that a fair trial
is now practically impossible," said
James Osborne, who acted as
spokesman for the group.
The statement charged Carroll with
making remarks Which were
"scurrilous, irresponsible and
unprofessional" and which were
politically motivated remarks serving
his own political end.
"One need only to read the text of the
governor's remarks in both his release
to the press and in his testimony before
the subcommittee to conclude that the
-governor intentionally set out to blast
the Schilling family, to laud his
appointees and his report, and to offer
the state fire marshal, Mr. Southworth,
as a sacrificial lamb," the statement
said.
Southwoith was suspended by
Carroll, who said he had -ineffectively
administered the office of fire marshal.
Osborne noted that club attorneys
had contacted the Commonwealth of
Kentucky and offered to share evidence
uncovered by their experts during the
investigation into the fire which killed
164 persons.
-The state flatly refused to accept
this assistance," Osborne said.
-While we cannot ethically comment
on the evidentiary matter contained in
that report, we will say that we do not




FRANKFORT, Ky. — Farm
Bureau officials are scheduled to meet
with Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
Bob Meyer today on the subject of
loose-leaf tobacco marketing, which
appears to be having trouble in
Kentucky.
Tobacco companies that had been
expected to buy this year's burley
tobacco crop in loose-leaf form have
apparently blocked the Kentucky Farm
Bureau's plan to market the crop in
that fashion.
Reports that Phillip Morris Inc.
wouldn't buy any loose-leaf burley
because it wouldn't be covered by
federal price supports were confirmed
Tuesday by James C. Bowling, senior
vice president of the firm.
' A spokesman for the R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. said his firm would not buy
any looseleaf burley wrapped in burlap
sheets, which were to be used in the
experimental marketing procedure.
A spokesman for the USDA said
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland
might attend the Washington meeting,
which will be attended by J. Robert
Wade, president of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau and Farm Bureau presidents
from other states.
The Farm Bureau hasn't given up its
campaign to allow farmers to save
Funny, Funny World
In Mansfield, Ohio Maggie Colquette
considered herself very lucky to be
near a fire station when her car caught
fire. But no one was there. By the time a
fire truck crld be summoned the car
was virtuall destroyed. Embarrassed
city officials Said the fire house closed
because of a nianpower shortage.
labor by selling tobacco in the loose-leaf
form, according to William Balden,
chairman of the Farm Bureau's
tobacco committee
The Farm Bureau will try to
persuade tobacco company officials to
changeitheir minds while there is still
time for farmers to prepare loose-leaf
packages for this season's markets,
Balderi said. The markets are to open in
November.
Belden says the farm organization is
trying to get the U.S. Department of
Agriculture to extend federal price
supports to any loose-leaf burley sold.
Economy.
(Continued from Page One
eggs, sugar and ground coffee.
However, prices for fresh fruits and
vegetables rose last month after
declining sharply in the preceding three
months.
Prices for non-food commodities
continued to rise at a relatively small
rate last month, an enopuraging sign
since these are regarded, as a .more
sensitive measure of inflationary
trends than food prices, which often
fluctuate widely.
Clothing prices rose sharply last
month as the new fall fashion lines went
on display, but prices for used cars,
alcohol and beverages declined. Fuel
oil and coal prices rose ninetenths of I
per cent last month while gasoline and
motor oil rose two-tenths of 1 per cent
after declthing in June and July.
Economists say lower food prices
would help the economy because
consumers would have more money to
spend elsewhere. Reduced inflation
also encourages business investment.
Osborne noted that the Schillings and
Their attorneys have "steadfastly
maintained a posture of silence" since
the fire, but have been "compelled" to
comment by the impact of the report
and its aftermath.
During his testimony Monday before
a Congressional subcommittee, Carroll
charged the club owners had "overtly
circumvented the law to what they
considered to be their own advantage."
He also claimed they "conspired" to
remodel their club in 1971 "using
inferior materials, to subvert legal
requirements and to install
substandard and illegal electrical
components."
Zoning. . .
(Continued from Page One)
McKeel, abstained from voting to delay
the question Tuesday night. Asked why
he abstained, McKeel said the present
question needs to come to a vote.
The 12th Street rezoning question has
a long history, according to Dr. W. A.
Franklin, commission chairman. A
similar question went to the city council
in 1969 and, on a commission
recommendation, didn't pass.
No 701 money
Murray Planning Commission is
expected to ask Kentucky Office of
Local Government some pointed
questions about why the city didn't get
some $10,000 in "701" comprehensive
planning money this year.
Zea told commission members that
Miirray was one of 26 cities throughout
the state applying for the money
(reportedly over ;135,000) but on a point
system OW turned the city down.
Murray was the only city in the
Purchase Area applying.)
Or. Gordon called tor a "full
disclosure of a ranking system used to
determine what cities received the
money."
Zea pointed out two discrepancies on
the ranking system that gave the city a
minus eight on a 100 point scale.
Meanwhile, a survey released
Tuesday showed most Americans feel
inflation will rise again.
"People are skeptical and not as
confident about the future of the
economy as at the beginning of the
year," said Alan P. Murray, an
economist and vice president of
Citibank of New York.
"Inflation has slowed, but people's
perception of that changes," he said in
reporting the results of a survey taken
by the bank. "People just haven't
caught up with it. It is a good sign, but it
takes a while for people to believe that a
few months of favorable numbers are
going to last."
Forty-three per cent of the 1,400
persons 'Surveyed across the country
said they feel inflation will rise and that
general economic conditions will
worsen.
A survey taken in January showed
the opposite results, wiirt 40.1per cent of































Maida Heatter's Cookie Book
By ANN UDDBERG
In most cookbooks the
cookie recipes are relegated to
a few short pages somewhere
between pastries and
desserts. The directions are
often sketchy and as a result
are sometimes frustrating for
a novice cookie baker. To
remedy this situation "Maida
Heatter's Book of Great
Cookies" has finally been
published.
This fantastic guide to the





procedures for the very best
results. It includes all the
things your mother never told
you, making this book in-
valuable for the beginner and
even the dedicated cookie
bakers will find new and
helpful hints.
The rest of the book is
divided into - tikes" of
cookies according to method,
like drop, bar, icebox, rolled,
handformed, and et cetera,
which includrs all those that
defy immediate identification.
There are recipes for mar-
shmallows, cheese crackers,
six kinds of brownies, and a
variety of regional ones from
Key West, Fla., to Santa Fe,
N. M. The collection does not
ignore the very best recipes
from south of the border nor
those fantastic European
confections.
Each offering has an ex-
planatory note giving a
historical tidbit, serving hint,
or mentions special equip-
ment needed. This makes the
book interesting to read as
well as useful. A ,few of the
recipes come from other




Maida Hatter has been
cooking all her life. For eight
years she prepared all the
desserts for a popular Miami
Beach restaurant once owned
by her husband, Ralph
Daniels, has taught cooking
classes in her home and given
demonstrations in department
stores.
Ms. Heatter has one
daughter, Toni Evans, a
painter and illustrator, who
did the drawings for her
mother's first cookbook,
"Maida Heatter's Book of
Great Desserts" as well as
those in "The Book of Great
Cookies.'5 Maida's philosophy
is that, "cookies are fun —
pure, simple fun. You don't
make cookies if you're
hassled. No one has to make
cookies, it's a choice.
Cookies are love, the love of
making them, the love of
sharing them. (It is so much
looser and easier to bring
someone a few cookies than a
layer cake or chocolate
mousse. )"
With the Christmas season
fast approaching we felt this
was one new book that needed
to be brought to everyone's
attention. Now is the time to
plan ahead, even bake and
freeze to get a jump on the
hectic holidays and all that
they entail. Even if you think
you do not like to bake, Maida
Heatter's enthusiasm is
catching and the collection of
recipes so tempting, it won't
be long before inspiration
takes over and you are in the
kitchen! Just to give you a
tease or in the mood we are
giving you some interesting
recipes in today's column.
There are some 145 more
waiting to tempt you in this
newly published book by
Alfred A. Knopf, Publisher,
New York.
(These are from Mexico.
They are soft cookies with an




c. sifted all-purpose flour





2 t. instant coffee
one-third c. boiling water




1 T. whole aniseed
1 t. coriander seeds, crushed
The coriander seeds may be
crushed in a blender or with a
mortar and pestle-they do not
have to be powdered.
Adjust two racks to divide
the oven into thirds and
preheat to 350 degrees. Cut
aluminum foil to fit cookie
sheets.
Sift together flour, baking
soda, and spices. Set aside.
Dissolve the instant coffee in
the boiling water and set
aside.
In a large mixing bowl,
cream the hutter. Beat in the
sugar and then the egg.
Gradually beat in the
molasses, scraping the bowl
as necessary with a rubber
spatula. Gradually add half of
the dry ingredients, con-
tinuing to scrape the bowl and
beating only until mixed. Beat
in the prepared coffee and
then the remaining dry
ingredients, beating only until
smooth. Stir in the aniseed and
coriander.
Place heaping teaspoonfuls
of the dough 2 inches apart on
the cut aluminum foil. Slide
cookie sheets under the foil.
Bake the cookies for 12-13
minutes, reversing the sheets
from top to bottom and front to
back once to insure even
browning. The cookies are
done when the tops spring
back if lightly pressed with
fingertip. Transfer the cookies
to racks to cool.
Icing
3 c. strained confectioners
sugar
t. vanilla extract
about 5 T. milk
36 pecan halves.
Mix sugar, vanilla, and milk
in small bowl with rubber
spatula. Stir well until smooth.
The icing should be about the
consistency of soft mayon-
naise. Add more sugar or milk
as necessary to make it soft
enought to form a smooth
layer. It should not be so thin
that it will run off the sides.
Place a teaspoonful of icing
on the top of a cookie and
spread it with the back of a
spoon, leaving an un-iced
- margin. Place pecan half on
top of each cookie and let
cookies cool on racks until the
icing is set.
(Chewy, fudgy, chocolate-




6 oz. (1 c.) semisweet
chocolate morsels
1 T. vegetable shortening
(such as Crisco)
one-third c. sweetened con-
densed milk
t. vanilla extract
L4 t. almond extract
5 oz. (1 c.) blanched almonds,
coarsley cut.
Place chocolate and shor-
tening in the top of a medium-
sized double boiler over hot
water on medium heat, cover,




POPCORN POPPER is the
best home popcorn pop-
per available. When
properly used, it pops corn
better than any other
home popper, and will
provide the whole family
with great fun and
delicious crisp, tender
popcorn for many years. It
is easy and fun to operate,
and can be used on any
stove—gas, electric. wood,
ofi. coal, or outdoor gni
Panhandler
Dixieland Center, Murray
melted. Uncover and stir
until completely melted.
Remove from heat. Stir in the
milk and extracts, then the
almonds. Place the dough by
large spoonfuls the long way
down the middle of a piece of
wax paper about 15" long,
forming a heavy strip about 10
inches long. Fold the sides of
the paper up against the
chocolate mixture. With your
hands, press the paper against
the mixture into an even round
or square roll -12" long and
1,2" in diameter. Wrap in the
paper. Slide a cookie sheet
under the paper and transfer









2 oz. (4 T.) butter
'2 t. vanilla extract
'2 c. light brown sugar, firmly
packed
1 egg yolk
Sift together the flour,
baking powder, and salt. In a
small bowl cream the butter.
Add vanilla, sugar and beat
well. Add the egg yolk, #nd
gradually, on low speed,'add
the sifted dry ingredients.
Beat only until thoroughli
mixed. The mixture will be
crumbly, but will . stick
together when pressed with
your hands. Form a ball.
Place the ball of dough on a
piece of wax paper a little
more than 12" long. With your
hands, shape it into a flattened
oblong. Cover with another
piece of wax paper. Roll with a
rolling pin over the top piece
'of paper until the dough forms
an oblong 12" long and 8"
wide. Remove the top piece of
wax paper. Unwrap the
chocolate roll and center it on
the brown-sugar dough. Using
the waxed paper lift one long
side of the brown-sugar dough
and press it firmly against the
chocolate. Then lift the other
side so that the sides of the
dough overlap slightly. (If the
dough does not fit perfectly,
the excess may be cut off and
pressed into place where
needed.)




-7• J. D. Rayburn of Murray,
was among more than 1,000
people attending the 59th
convention of the Kentucky-




Lexington Center and Hyatt
Regency, Lexington, Ken-
tuck, September 9-11, 1977.
A member of the Kiwanis
Club of Murray, Rayburn
attended the annual con-
vention, which included the
election of new district of-
ficers, the endorsing of
resolutions upon which the
orunization's 1977-78 corn-
mty-service programs will
be built, and the amending of
the district bylaws. Kiwanis
International, a world-wide
men's service organization,
has nearly 300,000 members in
6,980 clubs located in 56
nations. The Kentucky-
Tennessee District has 8,400
members in 184 clubs located
in the two states of the district.
Among the noted speakers
were Hilmar L. "Bill"
Solberg, Kiwanis In-
ternational President-elect-
designate: Ted R. Osborn of
Lexington, Immediate Past
President of Kiwanis In-
ternational; and Bob Mur-
phey, nationally known
humorist from Nacogdoches,
Texas. The "P U Band", a





C. Hutson, Jr. of Knoxville,
Tennessee, presided over the
convention for which the
general chairman was
Charles G. Williamson, Jr.,
Lexington.
Other convention activities
included the various business
sessions, awards. session,
workshops. Memorial Service,
and the ladies activities which
included a luncheon at famed
Spindletop Hall.
Founded on January 15,
1915, in Detroit, Michigan,
Kiwanis International is
dedicated to serving youth,
community, and nation, and
operates under the motto "We
Build."
paper, then run your hands
firmly over the roll to remove
any air trapped between the
dough and the chocolate
mixture.
Rechill the roll only until it
is firm enought to slice. (If the
dough is frozen firm it will
crack when sliced. If this
happens, let it stand briefly at
room temperature.)
Adjust two racks to divide
the oven into thirds and
preheat to 375 degrees.
Unwrap the roll of dought
and place it on a cutting
board. With a sharp knife, cut
slices 42" thick-no thinner!
Place slices flat, 1" apart on
unbuttered cookie sheets.
Bake about 12 minutes, until
cookies are lightly colored.
Reverse sheets top to bottom
& front to back once during
cooking to insure even
browning.
Let the cookies stand on
sheets for a minute or so until
firm enough to transfer, to
racks to cool.
(Many old English cookie
recipes call for carraway
seeds. This recipe comes from
New Hampshire and has been
handed down through several
generations. These are large,
thin, and crisp with a mild
carraway flavor. It is best to




2 c. sifter all-purpose flour
t. salt
1,2 t. nutmeg
4 oz. I stick) butter




1,2 t. carraway seeds.
Sift together the flour, salt,
and nutmeg. Set aside. Cream
the butter in a large mixing
bowl. Add the sugar and beat
well. Add the egg and beat
mixture well. On low speed
add half of the sifted dry
gredients. Beat only untilt
they are incorporated. Place'
the sour cream in a small
bowl. Add the baking soda and
stir together„ Then add the
sour cream to the dough,
beating only until smooth. Add
the remaining dry ingredients
and the carraway seeds. Beat
only until smooth.
Transfer the dough to a
large piece of wax paper or
aluminum foil, wrap well, and
place the dough in freezer for
several hours or overnight.
When ready to bake, adjust
two racks to divide the oven
into thirds and preheat to 375
degrees.
Work half of the dough at a
time, keeping the remainder
in the freezer. Work quickly as
the dough will become soft and
sticky at room temperature.
Place the dough on a well-
floured pastry cloth. Turn it
over to flour on all sides. With
a well-floured rolling pin, roll
the dough to Le" thickness.
With a floured plain round
3" cookie cutter, cut rounds
very close to each other and
quickly transfer to unbuttered
cookie sheets, placing them
1-2-1" apart
Press scraps together,
wrap, and refreeze before
rerolling. Bake for 1215
minutes, reversign the sheets
top to bottom, front to back to
insure even browning. Bake
until the cookies are lightly
colored — they will be slightly




FT. SAM HOUSTON, x -
Dogor ( Major ) Edwin 1,
Grogan, son of Mr. and-Mrs
Leon Grogan, Route 8.
Murray, recently completed
an Army Medical Department
officer basic course at the
Academy of Health Sciences
of the U.S. Army, Ft. Sam
Houston, Tex.' 
The course provides ba..,c
branch training and orie,l-
tation for newly com-
missioned Medical, Dental
and Veterinary Corps officers.
Students receive training in
general military and medical
related subjects in addition to
specialized supplemental
instruction of each corps
Dr. Grogan received his
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If you'd like to help keep your tub bright and
new looking, clean it with what you probably use to
clean your floors. Spic and Span!
Spic and Span's crystals are nonabrasive.
They
  can't scratch. On a wet sponge cleans as well
as a cleanser. Leaves tubs shiny smooth, without
scratchy grit.
In fact, Owens-Corning Fiberglas, one of
(To Obtain a handy, refillable bathroom canister, see off
America's leading tub manufacturers, reetim- .
mends Spic and Span for all its tub-shower
But don't take our word for it—nothing is as
convincing as your own personal test
And right now theres no better time to buy
Spic and Span. Use the coupon below to save 150
on any size box.
And long live your tub!
er On the side panel of the Spic and Span package
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Ammonia's good for some jobs,
hut not for greasy kit( hen dirt.
Top Job has ammonia, but most
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POOCH POWER—Lori Pritchard's Great Dane
provides pull power for her skateboard as she reads in
Omaha, Nebraska.
(AP Wirephoto)
Nunn Blasts Carroll's Action
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP6 —
Gov. Julian M. Carroll should
not have suspended state Fire
Marshal Warren Southworth
and two deputies without pay
if they were incompetent, as
Math Textbooks
To Be Provided
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
New mathematics textbooks
will be provided free to
elementary and high school
students next year.
The state textbooks
commission has approved a
list of 10 elementary
arithmatic, three calculus, 10
algebra, three computer
math, two probability and
statistics and 10 general math
textbooks available for use in
Kentucky schools.
The state has supplied social
studied and language arts
texts since 1976, and began
furnishing science and health
textbooks this year.
Previously each student was
required to purchase his own
texts.
New books in additional
subject areas will be furnished
by the state each year until all
textbooks are provided at no
cost to elementary and
secondary school students.
he accused, former Gov. Louie
B. Nunn said.
if they are not competent,
why doesn't he fire them?"
Nunn said Tuesday in an
interview. "If he's going to
keep them on the payroll, use
them."
The suspensions followed
release last weekend of a
report by investigators of the
May 28 Beverly Hills Supper
Club fire, which killed 164
persons in Southgate, Ky.
Nunn said Carroll was
engaged in "political
maneuvering" in the case and
was trying to pin blame for
alleged fire code violations on
his administration.
"Let's put it this way,"
Nunn said. "One governor has
already talked too much,
fixing criminal liability and
all that...
If there was anything
wrong in my administration, I
didn't know about it," Nunn
said. "I defy them to show
where there was anything
wrong."
Carroll said Sunday night
that architects employed by
the club's owners, Richard J.
Schilling and his sons,
submitted plans for
renovating the club to state
Fire Marshal John Calvert's
office in 1971, during Nunn's
er Club Fire
adminis ation.
Carroll said Calvert knew
the plans violated state fire
codes, but approved them
anyway.
Carroll said the architects
reneged on a promise to make
correction in the plans and
records from the fire
marshal's office for, 1972
through 1976 then
disappeared.
After a hearing Monday in
Cincinnati, Carroll predicted
several persons, including
Calvert, would be indicted by
a grand jury for their alleged
failure to enforce fire codes.
Nunn said Carroll was
overstepping his authority by
making the statement.
"It's pretty serious when
you start accusing people of
murder or any homicide,"
Nunn said.
Eddyville Inmate Is Still At Large
EDDYVILLE,
Ky.(AP)—Inmate James
Yates, 5, was still missing
late Tuesday after a search
inside the Kentucky State
Penitentiary here, according
to prison officials.
Yates, a convicted rapist
from Louisville, is serving a
life term without the
possibility of parole.
We think we've looked
everywhere a man can
conceal himself, but every
time we've gone over the
prison this way we have
discovered hiding places
previously unknown to us,"
acting Prison Superintendent
I..T. Brown said.
Brown said that while
Yates' absence "has the
pattern of a hideout" he could
be outside the prison.
State police roadblocks near
the prison failed to produce
any sign of the missing
prisoner, who was last seen at
10:30 a.m. Monday in the
prison yard.
NO CURE FOR HIGH
BLOOD PRESSURE
WASHINGTON (AP) —
People are confused about the
cure for high blood pressure,
says Graham Ward, director of
the National High Blood Pres-
sure Education Program.
Ward explains that this is be-
cause there isn't any cure for
most high blood pressure. Once
high blood pressure, or hyper-
tension, is brought under con-
trol, treatment must be contin-
ued to keep it under control,
Ward says.
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OFFER Model 3-5701 3 in 1 Combination Antenna
Designed to match GE 40 Channel CB
• Three-way mount . . . gutter, trunk or roof mount
• Prewired assembly • 40 or 23 Channel compatibility
• 33 inch 17-7 PH stainless steel tapered whip antenna
• Heavy duty, stainless steel shock spring • Rust
resistant trunk cap




Features PLL (Phase Lock Loop) circuitry, S/ RF
meter and switchable ANL
• S/RF Meter shows relative Receive and Transmit signal strength /
• Switchabie ANL (Automatic Noose L:miter) reduces ignition type noise
• Quick release mounting system
—Removable DC power cord
—Thumb screw release from mounting bracket
• Lighted Channel indicator






With Lighted Si RF Meter. PA-Public AddresS, Switchable
ANL, quick release mounting system and three
position PA-CB switch.
• Lighted S/RF Meter • Switchable ANL (Automatic Noise Limiter)
• Three Position PA-CB switch • Receiver Sensitivity: .5 V to produce
500 Mw audio output • Lighted Channel indicator • Emergency
Ch. 9 color coded for rapid identification
Ready to go,
40-Channel Two-way Radio
Features AWI light to warn you when antenna needs
adjustment. switchable Noise Blantier/ANL,
Delta tune, PA switch
• AWI Light-Antenna Warning Indicator tells when antenna system
needs adjustment • Switchable Noise Blanker
• Three Position Delta Tune Switch • Large back-lighted S/RF meter
• Switchabie ANL (Automatic Noise Limiter)
• Three Position CB/PA Switch • Lighted Channel Indicator
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7 oz. Reg. $1.59
20%
FREEo„, THIS MACMASE
























9-9 Daily 14 Sunday
Phone 753-8304















MI FEVER a* ALLIIICO MEDICINE











FREE SERVICES Of SAY-RITE DISCOUNT PHARMACY
(Nome of everyday low prices and a special)
(10% Discount to Senior [Nimes 60 & Over)
FREE: Family Prescription Records; FREE: Tax Records;
FREE: Itemized Inswance Receipts and Statements; FREE:
Location of Misplaced Refill Prescriptions; FREE: Public
Assistance Presuitions; FREE Prompt, courteous per-
sonal service
COMPARE AND SAVE AT SAV-RITE DISCOUNT PHAR-
MACY GROWING BIGGER TO SERVE YOU BEM_
OneStep. The word's easiest camera
ever.
• Motorized and fu[ly automatic.
• The least expensive way to get beSutiful
SX-70 pictures tt idt develop in minutes
right before your Pves.
• Aim-and-shoot f -)nvenience (no
focusing)
• Outdoor picturr“ from 4' to infinity;
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BIG JOHN'S FRESH BAKED
TREATS ARE MIXED MD BAKED













9 Pieces Chicken 8 Potatoes









EVERY HEALTH a BEAUTY
AID AT BIG JOHN'S IS
DISCOUNT PRICED!




U iER ". 59'
Regular 4.12 White Rain
Regular 4.39 Pain Reliever
ANACIN
soot.
up It II I1 311=1 011,,
Gold Medal MC 09584200
Ti.eppleelole ha reg. PAi . lt ear teepee pee fentlly





THERE'S ALWAYS LOTS OF
Collect your set the easy
piece-a-week way...
Just follow this sched
With Each Additional
4.00 Purchase
FREE CASII IN ING JOHN'S
opplkolio to re" Me*. Unit eve mem pee km*.
INS 1011111 Sept. 77. 1577
PORK-N shotviestio
BEANS 14Y2 oz can II
Tow applicable to too Par. WI soopoo pot funk et
SIG 10111111 kV. V, 11/77.
4414141,1100111100001%
Betty Crocker MC 0958420
HAMBURGER
HELPER .7soz. 494











Friskies Dry Liver Or fish
CAT FOOD
8 Rol Pac 939
.. Multi-Pak 894
.. 8 Oz. Bd. 494
Keebler Orange, Lemon, Coconut
FRUIT CREME COOKIES.



























This schedule will be repeated so you can






 -8 0. 394CRESCENT ROLLS 
Hyde Park
TEA BAGS   ct. 894
Betty Crocker (with Coupon)
HAMBURGER HELPER. 730z. 49'
Prairie Farms




LIGHTER FLUID ,GA. $140
  is Lb as,' $4.99
 2 t b Box 994






LEMONADE MIX  -
Baby Ruth Or Butterfinger
CANDY BARS  ...II) Ct. Pkg. 594
Dad's Regular or Diet
ROOT BEER  ... '4 Gallon 894
A-1
STEAK SAUCE  10 oz. 994
Eyeriresh Chilled
ORANGE JUICE  640z. 994
3 Oz lar $139
50 oz '2.49
"k1L,WkA• t tk M!' rt,
,








YOU MUST REGISTER YOUR GUESS BEFORE CLOSING TIME TUESDAY, SEPT. 27TH
6 Pork Chops
114 teaspoon Morton salt
1'4 teaspoon McCormick's pepper
6 slices onion
% cup Colonial brown sugar (pack-d)
% cup water
1 teaspoon grated orange peel






2 lb. can Bush sliced yams
6 thin slices orange
1 tablespoon cornstarch
% cup cold water
Sliced
BEEF LIVER (Chunk 39' lb.) Lb. 594
U.S. Choke
TOP ROUND STEAK Lb. 1.49
U.S. Choice Boneless
ROUND STEAK lb q29
Tender
MINUTE STEAKS Economy Pack tb. '1.79
U.S. Choke
TOP ROUND ROAST Lb 1.49
Lean
GROUND ROUND Lb. 9.49
1 Lightly grease large skillet. Brown chops slowly on one side, turn and sprinkle with % teaspoon salt and one-eight teaspoon pepper. Irown
other side of diops; turn and sprinkle same as other.
Drain skillet Top each chop with an onion dice. mix sugar, % cup water, the orange peel and juice, lemon juice and % teaspoon sat pour over
chops. Cover simmer 30 minutes. Rh chops; add sweet potato slices to sauce. Replace chops; top each onion Ace with orange Ace. Cover sim-
mer 45 minutes. Remove chops and potatoes.
Blend conistarch and ': cup water stir into sauce in skillet. Cook over medium heat,stirring constantly, until mixture thickens and boils. Boil 
and stir 1 minute. Pour over chops and potatoes 6 Servings
PRICES GOOD 9-21-77 Nem 9-27-71
PRIZES MAY NOT BE EXACTLY AS PICTURED SO OeURATIONS
Big John's Mix'en -N- Fix'ens For PORK CHOPS
Tender Made
BEEF FRITTERS  ,,, 1.09
Tender Made
PORK FRITTERS  lb. 1.19
Tender Made Beef
BEAN BURRITOS 4/89'
Senor Blue Deep Fried
BEEF BEAN BURRITOS 4/1.09
Senor Blue
BEEF TACOS lb 1.49
Big John Super Trim
LOIN PORK ROAST 
Happy Home Dog 0,121 Stick









  3Lb Pkg. SMOKED JOWL
Fields
Lb
 69' smomksr 
s2.89 By The Piece
S
3 to 5 lb 99`
21b.
$t49
99'12 oz pkg 
lb 79'
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT
OPEN 7 NA to 11 PM




GoldenAPPLES 11. beg 69°
U. S. No. 1 Medium Yellow
ONIONS 3 6. bag 49t















4i Size 120 Fancy BartlettPEARS
k„L;lee' lb. 30$
RADISH ES u. s. R.44
3 lb. bags $100
Jumbo Fresh









Volt THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 117'?
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars so, read the forecast
41% en for',our birth Sign
.ARIES
Mar 21 to Apr. 201
Review the inner forces that
drive you. Are you sure you are
on the right course' Day's in-
fliipnces call for better-than-
ettierage effort.
TAIL:RUS
Apr. 21 to May 211
Bright new opportunities
indicated. Rewards may not be
immediate, but day can be
more than just satisfying, and
can lead to bigger returns soon.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
If not making the progress
you should, stop, investigate,
ask questions and, if necessary,
retrace your steps. Much can be
doae to step up advancement.
CANCER
,June 22 to July 231 490
Before you take off in any
direction, wait long enough to
carefully gather necessary data
ao-cl DO keep your wits about
you. This is no day in which to
act blindly
LEO 
2iJuly 24 to Aug. 23) 4 
:Familiar matters favored
rather than new ventures. You
may encounter tense feelings in
same areas. Maintain your
balance and look at the bright
side of things.
VIRGO
WP%Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Endurance and stability
needed. Be ready for changes.
Don't make unnecessary ones,
but accept those which are
desirable. Alertness and self-
diastery will be important.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
'Stellar aspects not entirely
friendly. Much will depend upon
your adaptability, willingness
to alter plans and per-





Oct. 2410 Nov 22irft, 
Face realities and correct
deficiencies in your schedule as
promptly as -possible. Don't
wait for snags to appear. A
thorough study of details
needed
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Tact and utmost discretion
needed now. Your approach to
others will be most important.
In all situations, display good
sportsmanship.
CAPRICORN
• Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lard
;Good influences'. Activities
should be handled evenly so as
not to lap over too much in any
one direction. Start with a
suitable tempo and maintain it.
AQUARIUS ••••••• A
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Look for the "loopholes" that
trick needlessly; be alert to
misrepresentation; sift
carefully for truths. Once sure
you are on the right track, make
your moves — confidently.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You should have no: trouble
carrying out necessary
requirements, but this is no
time to take on "extras" or to
scatter energies. In general.
stick to routine.
X
YOU BORN TODAY are en-
dowed with a wealth of per-
sonality, are artistically in-
clined and will work hard to
achieve your goals. At times,
however, you can be very set in
your ways, thus frustrating
loved ones and business
associated. You are extremely
versatile and could succeed in
many fields; would make an
outstanding scientist, an able
statesman or diplomat. In the
theater, you could shine as
actor or director, and you could
also excel as an educator or
historian. Cultivate your talent
for music, painting or sculpture
— if only as an avocation. Birth-




Carter Energy Package Faces Tough Senate Test
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Votes on the Senate floor and
in the Senate Finance
Committee this week will give
President Carter's energy
plan its stiffest congressional
test since the package was
first sent to Capitol Hill last
April.
An extremely close vote is
expected in the Senate on the
critical issue of lifting federal
controls over the pricing of
natural gas.
The President's plan'‘
approved in the Houk, would
retain federal regulation but
would permit the price per
thousand cubic feet to rise
from the current $1.46 ceiling
to $1.75.
In 1975, the Senate voted 58
to 32 to deregulate natural gas
prices, long urged by
producers who argue that
freeing prices from
Like It Or Not
Ohio Lawyer In
Trashy Business
FREMONT, Ohio ( AP ) —
Like it or not, lawyer Henry G.
Stahl and his son are in the
garbage business for the next
three years.
But Stahl says it beats
shelling out $150,000 he
pledged to guarantee the work
of the regular garbage
collection firm, whinh went
broke because of labor
problems.
"I tried to help a man out,"
• Stahl said. "I bonded himLegendaryLewis because the city required it
and he couldn't get a bond
from anyone else." ,
"We've only gotten two
(complaint ) calls since we
took over," said Stahl. "Out of
about 5,000 people, that's
pretty good?'
The Stahls don't actually
pick up the garbage
themselves, but supervise a
crew of men they hired.
CLEVELAND (AP) —
Arnold Miller, president of the
'United Mine Workers, was on
hand for the opening night
performance of the one-man
play "John L. Lewis, Disciple
of Discontent."
Miller, beleaguered by
wildcat strikes and internal
problems in his union, joined a
capacity crowd for Monday
night's performance by
Robert Lansing at Cleveland's
Little Theater in Public Hall.
Miller said he was
working the mines when the
fiery Lewis made a name as a
pioneer of mining's labor
movement, and he never had a
chance to meet Wit.
LINK:Y(1ED •
MEMPHIS, Tenn, 1AP I —
Pat Tronson, 13, has decided
that one wheel would do just as
well as Lie and has begun de-
livering' newspapers on a
unicycle.
He said making his route on
a unicycle is ",a little. more dif-
ficult but also more inter-
































P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday
government restrictions is
necessary to provide enough
economic incentive to
encourage the search for new
reserves.
But Carter's energy
•advisers say the $1.75 price
will provide enough increased
profits to encourage added
production and avoid
shortages like those that
closed factories and schools
last winter.
At least two versions of
deregulation will be voted on
sometime after the natural
gas debate begins on Tuesday.
Whatever the Senate and the
House eventually agree on will
mean higher fuel Milo for
homeowners.
Before moving to the
natural gas bill, the Senate
scheduled a vote today on
continued federal financing of
legal help for the poor,
including attempts to narrow
the types of court suits Legal
Services Corp. attorneys can
file under the pcogram.
The Senate Finance
Committee, meanwhile, will
begin crucial votes on the tax
portions of the energy plan.
Sen. Russell Long, D-La., who
heads the panel and is among
the most powerful committee
chairman in the Senate, said
last week the panel will set
aside Carter's proposals for
rebating heavy taxes on crude
oil to cosuiumers.
Instead, Long is urging that
new taxes on the oil
companies be turned back to
the companies to encourage
the search for new reserves.
In the House, Carter faces
another uphill fight on the
question of whether the United
States should continue
developing a fast breeder
nuclear power plant, which
uses plutonium for fuel.
The plant, scheduled for
construction in Clinch River,
Tenn., would mark a
commitment to a type of
nuclear technology that
Carter contends would lead to
the proliferation of nuclear
weaponry and make it
possible for terrorists to
manufacture small nuclear
bombs.
The plutonium used in fast
breeder reactors can also be
used to make nuclear
weapons, and Carter has said
the United States should take
the lead in discouraging its
production and use.
Despite Carter's opposition,
the House is expected to
defeat moves to kill the
program and instead vote to
continue the project.
The House is also scheduled
this week to decide whether to
permit the Pentagon to go
ahead with production of the
neutron bomb, a small nuclear
device designed more to kill
people than damage buildings
or property.
Other votes are also planned
on funding for black lung
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and adjustable saddle. 1








Boys' custom bike with extended
chrome front fork. Red and Yellow flame
decorated saddle and chainguard with































































This pony is just right for
walk. Wide-set wheels let
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Bel-Air Shopping Centermaster Charge BANIIAMEIVCIA0 I,•-• —  ....
9-9 Mon.-Sat. Equal Opportunity Employer 753-8777A. s




FESTIVAL—Betty Cherney demonstrates her acrylic on bamboard techniques at the
annual Autumn Arts Festival on the Austin Peay State University campus September 24
and 25. Mrs. Chemey is a member of the Two Rivers Arts Guild which sponsors the an-
nual arts and crafts and performing arts event
TVA's Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant was the
-critical difference" in
providing an uninterrupted
supply of electric power to the
region's consumers during
this summer's extremely hot
weather, TVA said today.
Power officials said the
plant averaged about 13 per
cent of TVA's net power
generation during July, when
hot weather pushed total
summer peak demands in the
Tennessee Valley region to
more than 21 million kilowatts
— the highest in the power
system's history. At the same
time, hydro output available
from darns was well below
normal because of streamflow
conditions.
"There's no question that
Browns Ferry's generation,
allowed us to get through this
period of heavy demand
without inconveniencing our
consumers," said Jack
Delong, Director of TVA's
Power System Operations
Division. "The hot weather
triggered heavy power
demands all over the
southeastern United States
and forced several power
systems into mandatory
curtailments," he said. 'That
wasn't necessary here, and
Browns Ferry was the dif-
ference." •
TVA said Browns Ferry was
among nuclear plants
nationwide that contributed
significantly to U.S. electric
supply during the record high
temperatures in July. A spot
check of utilities by the
Atomic Industrial Forum
showed that nuclear power
provided a large share of
power requirements in many




The ALF sampling found
that nuclear power provided factors of coal-fired
65 per cent of the /TA said.
requirements for one electric
power system, half the
demand for two others, and a
third or more for six utilities.
Nationwide, nuclear energy
has provided about 12 per cent
of all electricity produced this
year.
The latest survey by the ,
Federal Power Commission
also shows that nuclear plants
are operating reliably. In the
first half of 1977 the average
"availability factor" for all
U.S. nuclear reactors was 74.7
per cent and the average
"capacity factor" 65.8 per
cent.
The availability factor is the
proportion of time during a
given period that a reactor is
available for operation. The
capacity factor is the elec-
tricity actually produced
compared to the total amount
a plant could produce if it
could operate at 100 per cent
capacity around the clock
every day in the year. The
figures for the nuclear plants
are roughly equivalent to the
availability and capacity
MOREHEAD, Ky.(AP) —
The Kentucky Walking Horse
Celebration will be hosted by
Morehead State University
September 21-24.
More than $10,0130 in prize




scheduled nightly at 7 p.m.,
will feature Hobart Prestons'
Super Stock, the 1977 world
champion walking horse.
The celebration is sponsored
by the Kentucky Walking
Horse Association.
NOT BAD—The taste of fluoride mouthrinse solution
is not bad according to Miss Louise Mandrel', featured
entertainer with Dan Fleenor's Country Music
Cavalcade 77. Miss Mandrell tested a sample of the
mouthrinse dispensed by the Bureau for Health Services
to kick off the fluoride mouthrinse program for the new
school year. Weekly fluoride mouthrinsing by over
400,000 Kentucky school children this school year well
prevent about 40 per cent of tooth decay normally ex-
pected in this school-age group, according to Dr lames
Comm, director of Dental Health, Kentucky Department
for Human Resources. Miss Mandrell has appeared on
the Grand Ole Opry, the Merle Haggard Show, and on
the Stu Phillips TV Show. The Kentucky State Fair was
among several state fair engagements for Miss Mandrel'
this season. For more information about fluoride
mouthrinse for your local school contact your local
health department or Dr. James Corum, Manager, Den-
tal Branch, Bureau for Health Services, Kentucky Depart-
ment for Human Resources, Frankfort Kentucky, 40601,
phone (502) 564-3246.
Three Jailed For Anti-War Activities
WASHINGTON (AP) — At
the turn of the decade, during
an age of student protest,
three young men participated
in an anti-Vietnam war
demonstration in a small
college town near Washington.
This week, uprooted frolp
otherwise typical middle class
lives, they went;ail for their
part in that pr of seven
years ago.
Jay G. Rainey, 31, is
married, the father of two
children and was head of
employe relations with a
Virginia manufacturing firm.
James G. McClung, 38, was a
public information specialist
at the Library of Congress in
Washington. Stephen B.
Rochelle, 29, of suburban
Fairfax, works with
computers at a Maryland
engineering firm.
Last week they were
ordered by Rockingham





coat with zip front;
pi le around front and 2500hood. Embroidered.
Fashion colors in
sizes 8 to 16.
Sporty Acrylic and Wool Aztec print hooded
poncho; with toggle button closing and in-
side panel pocket. Sizes S,M.L, in Camel '
Rust and Beige/Brown.
Judge Joshua Robinson to
report to the county's jail on
Monday to begin serving six
month jail terms.
Suitcases in hand, neatly
dressed, they did so.
Robinson said in court that
the usual reasons for sending
people to jail — punishment,
retribution or rehabilitation —
did not apply in this case,
according to county
prosecutor David Walsh.
But Robinson was quoted as
saying he would not overturn a
jury's decision, even one
made seven years ago, and
that he had to uphold the
integrity of the judicial
process.
Rainey found it "a hell of a
reason to send three people to
jail who've built up their lives
in the past seven years."
In 1970, Rainey, Rochelle
and McClung participated in a
sit-in with about 40 students at
JUNIOR
PANTCOAT
College in Harrisonburg, Va.,
about 100 miles from
Washington. Rainey and
Rochelle were students.
McClung was an assistant
English professor.
According to news reports
and interviews, the group was
protesting the Vietnam war,
violations of student rights
and refusal by the school, now
called James Madison
University, to renew contracts
of some professors, including
McClung.
College officials called in
police to dislodge the
demonstrators and many
were convicted of trespassing
and fined $100 each.
But Rainey, Rochelle,
McClung and four others
argued that their
constitutional right to free -
speech had been violated.
They asked for a trial in
circuit court, without a jury,
accordinR to their lawyer,
Warm acrylic coat. Lamb trimmed cuff and hood
with tie belt. Assorted solids and stripes.
Sizes 7 to 15.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking
753-8777
John C. Lowe. Their request
for trial without a jury was
denied. The jury that heard
the case imposed six-month
jail terms and 8500 fins on
Rochelle and Rainey, Lowe
said. McClung got a nine-
month sentence and a $1,000
fine. The four others were
fined $500 each.
Rochelle, Rainey and
McClung appealed. A federal
district court decided their
right to free speech had been
violated. But the 4th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals
overturned that decision,
saying First Amendment
rights of students on campus
are not as broad as those of a
citizen in public places, Lowe
said.
McClung, asked if he would
do it all again, said: "I think
not. My principles have not
changed. I still believe in the
constitutional right of people
who want to protest. But
WOMAN IN FALL
FASHION DERBY—The
small brim derby in cran-
berry felt by Frank Olive





Ready for Fall? Get a new soft Bronco suede
pantcoat with zip or snap front; pipe trim front
yoke, pockets, loops and back. Fall fashion
colors in sizes 8 to 18.
A show-off Ric-Rac diamond design on both
front panels of this winter wonder coat adds
novelty. High pile trims the hood, full zip
front, hem and muff. Light Blue or Berry.
Sizes 7 to 14.
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I Legal Notice
AS OF SEPTEMBER 20,
1977, I, Alfred .Duncan,
am not responsible for




- 21 or over high school
education minimum.
Send resume to Box 32Y,
Murray.




Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
HEATING AND AIR CON-
DITIONING firm has





Send resume to P.O.
Box 32A, Murray.
PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait
until it's too late. Need
assistance? Call 753-
0984.
las *elks 3IE 3E11 E :IC 3153
2 Notice
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.









cuitili center 753 51455
S.
MINTS
(ALL. I I-5A1 E..
15 Ki.:.IN ,7
BOOKRACK Thousands
used paperbacks. Sell ' 2









available). One of the
fastest selling produc-







Cole for details and ap-
pointment 442-8017.




































5 lost And Found
LOST-GERMAN
SHEPHERD, 8 week old
pup. black over tan, in





LOST RED BONE hound;
with Michigan address






resume to P.O. Box 32-
W, Murray, Ky.
LPN'S, medication aide,
all shifts. Part time, full
time. Maplewood Farms
Health Care Center. Call
247-0200,
EXPERIENCED AUTO
clean-up man. Call 753-
6038.
McCUISTON HOT
Tamales will be ready



























Call 753-2330 or 753-7408.
SECRETARY - mature
and well experienced.
Two to three girl office.
This person should have
the main initiative, and
probably carry the basic
responsibility of the
office. Good basic skills
necessary of course.




ages, a short work
history including
present or last em-
plidyrhent. Reply to Box
322. c-o Ledger & Times.
EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS wanted.





Call Swift Roofing, 753-
5976 or 436-2172.
„NEED MOTHERS







ship for man ex-
perienced in cleaning
up new and used cars.
Dealership will fur-
nish all tools and
materials. Generous
salary plus many com-
pany benefits. Send



































Call Marian Posey, 753-
9520.
MAN NEEDED TO DO
front end alignment and
wheel balancing. Must
have some experience.
Apply in person to Boyds










$100 PER WEEK in your
spare time at home.
Information: Rush 50
cents and stamped self-
addressed envelope to:
Omenxa, Dept. 3810X,
Bx. 20451, Columbus, OH
43220.
14 Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired





(seat), 2 ties. Also 30-40
h. p. Ford or Massey
Ferguson tractor, plus
bush hog blade. 2 bottom
plow, Call 753-8709
USED JUNK air con-
ditioner. Call 753-7765.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
15 Articles For Sale
ELVIS PRESLEY
records and tapes in
stock. Good selection,






oven with cook book.
E12.00 per month WAC.














 - - 
EVERY MAKE electric
carpet shampooer does
a better job with famous
Blue Lustre. Iyestern




standard key board. Call
436-2289.




local bank. Write to P.




showcases and used ban
saw. Call 436-6411.
BABY CRIB, dressing
table, play pen and other
baby items. Contact at
753-9465 between 6 a. m.




for 8 ft. bed pickup. Call
753-6200 or 753-5500.
SALE - all fuel chimney,






Must sell. Best Offer.
753-8674 after 5, and
before 5 753-8301.
DUNCAN PHYFE dining
room table and 4 new
chairs. Wheel chair. Can
be seen 609 South 11th.
FLORAL CHAIR in good
condition, $10. Wall
mount electric
fireplace $30. Ping pang
- table with paddle and
net, $10. Call 753-3383.
USED BROWN formica




one oil stove, 50 gallon
water heater. Chest of
drawers. Call 753-0494.
1-12 Cu. Ft. GE
refrigerator-freezer.
$13.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0595.
1-GE heavy duty 18 lb.
gold washer with
temperature settings
and water level controls.
$16.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0595.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.









1965 MF 135 tractor, 7h2'









in good condition. See







complete with leg lift
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Full Time During November & December
Apply in Person Only






jon boat, 44" bottom. 25
h.p. Johnson motor.
Less than 10 hours. Easy




teen, gold trigger, poly
choke, perfect. $150. Call
753-5946 after 6 p. m.
22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
UPRIGHT piano, good







Avoid Cos* Renee Repairs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Ikon owed and sperm! row SI
..s. set sips soy wafted WA Oh
is INislied.








sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
SALE - FRANKLIN
fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds Or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.










Console with turntable, 8
track player and
recorder, and AM-FM




Color Portable TV $19.00












Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00.3 and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
WANTED - Someone to
take up payments on 25"
color T.V. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
T.V. SALE, T.V. Sale, T.
V. Sale! Zenith is tit
best and Sissons sells
them for less. Our prices
can't be beat. Come to
Sissons T.V. Sales and
see. We service what we
sell. Highway 94, 17
miles West of Murray.
Call 382-2174 or 382-2743.
27 Mobile Home Sales
x 60 mobile home with
12 It. extension on 100 x




HOME with 3 bedrooms,
1'2 baths, 20 minutes
from Murray. $5500. Call
345-2701.
DOUBLE WIDE trailer, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, gar-
bage disposal, dish-
washer, built on den
with fireplace, double
carport. Paved
driveway on large lot.
$23,000. Call 437-4552.
27. Mobile Home .Sales
12 s $2 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 759-
1039.




heat and air, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths,
located at Riviera Cts.'
$5,500. Nice. Call 489-
2729.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p.m.








Shady Oaks Trailer Ct.
Call 489-2533.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for





dition. Call 753-8216 after
5.
BUSINESS BUILDING
for rent. Call 753-3271.
32 Apartments For Rent
APARTMENT near
downtown Murray. Call




couple or single. Inquire
100 South 13th Street.
FURNISHED APART-
MENTS, 1 or 2
bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms, Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th St. Call 753-
6609.





34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM brick
house 10 miles out of
Murray on 94 East. Has
upstairs and baserrient,
big garden space and
big yard. Call 753-5156
after 6 p. m.
36 For Rent Or Lease
THREE 1 car stalls for




rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
37 livestock Supplies
BEEF FOR SALE, corn
and crushed fed by the




cows with big calves and








weeks old. Call 753-0438.
REGISTERED
Thorobred Dachshund
for sale. Contact at 753-
9465 between 6 a.m. and
6 p. m.
HALF PERSIAN kittens.
Very nice. One calico,
one tan and white, one






Thursday. 7 td` 5 p. m.
YARD SALE - Friday 8-
5 p. m. September 23,
North 16th. First house
on the right past North
Elementary School.








Bus boy, dishwasher and food prep.
Hiring high school students. Hours






as you know we've never et our bedding
prices. This sole is on a first come first serve
or order bosis.
•• Twin Sizes

















"90 Days Same As Cash"
Cowl Slime 713411711
1




tember 23 and 24. 8:30 a.
m. Clothes, wide variety
of items. 909 N. 18th.
YARD SALE, Saturday.
9-? West of Midway on
Highway 1828 right hand





tember 24 from 9 a. m. to









entire family, 1110 Elm
Street.
GARAGE SALE,
Thursday and Friday, 22
and 23 of September.
Infants to size 6 for boys.
Ladies size 14 and 16.
Nice winter coat with
fur collar. 513 South 8th
Extended.
43 Real Estate
FOR SALE by owner -
Lake front & lake view
lots on Ky. Lake in Pine
Bluff Shores also lots on
Barkley Lake. Terms
available. James D.
Futrell Real Estate Dev.
405 S. 4th St., Murray,




"Your Kay To Nappy
Noose Naafi's"
711 Main 753-1222
FOR THE large family
wanting country
living. ..large 4 bedroom
bi-level brick with 2-2
baths. Finished full-
sized basement. Located
on 8 acres for ideal mini-
farm yet only 15 minutes
from town. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
FOR SAE BY OWNER
- Duplex & fourplex
lots with all utilities in
Stadium View Sub-
division. Call or see
James D. Eutrell Real









BIG FAMILY? A 4
bedroom, 2'2 bath home
in Gatesborough, has all
built-ins, carpet,
fireplace in family









just listed, 2 bedroom
home in Pine Bluff
Shores. Home is situated
on waterfront lot with
lovely view of Kentucky
Lake. Priced at only
$17,900! Don't delay -
phone us today on this
fine property - KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We provide the full






List Your Property With Us
505 Mule St. 7334101
EXECUTIVE HOME -
Lovely 3 bedroom, 2




leaving town. ..A home





- 3 bedroom home
features low heat bills. 4




dows and doors. Must
see to appreciate.





is your guarantee if you
purchase this brick 3
bedroom home and 23
acres located on the Old
Murrray-Paris Road.
Attractive home at an
attractive reduced
price. Phone us at
KOPPERUD REALTY,






641 Avalon Noose, Paris Tonnessio
This week another load from St. Louis, Old
Corner Cabinet, old cupboard, Poster bed, Oak
dresser, Oak Ice box, Wardrobe, Queen Ann
dining room suite, alladin lamps, wash kettles,




1627 LOCH LOMOND - Lovely 3 bedroom brick
veneer, large living-dining room, gracious entry
hall with slate floor, large family room, kitchen
with built-in appliances (range, dishwasher,
disposal, exhaust fan), tastefully decorated
throughout. Economical central gas heat, cen-
tral electric air, gas grill in back. Ideally located
on quiet street near Robertson School.








Warren Shropshire.  7534277
Nom*. Miller  753-7519
Room Moody 753-9036
IL I. Nook  753-2387




of country living in this
like new, nicel!.
decorated, 3 bedroom, '2
bath home located 4
miles from Murray
There's a sunken Uvin
room, formal dinini2.










about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 MG MIDGET $1075.
Before 4:00 p.m. 753-
0269.
9 
1974 GMC PICKUP 283
Chevy engine. 1974
. Vega, 140 4 cylinder,
26,000 miles, hatchback.
1965 Plymouth Fury II,
318 V-8, automatic,
power steering, 4 door,
one owner, low mileage,
extra good condition.
1971 T 37 Pontiac 2 door
hardtop, medium size.
68,000 miles, automatic,








CITY LIVING in a
country setting. 3
Bedroom brick with a
spacious interior and a
128' x 256' landscaped





897 N. 17th STREET -
Neat 2 bedroom brick








at a comfortable price.
Only $26,900. Call or








Fireplace, cent. heat &
air. An exceptional
home. Only $50,000.




$5,000.00 on this quality 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home on tree shaded lot.
Located only 5 miles
northwest of Murray,
this home has central
heat and air, central
vacuum system, in-
tercom, large family
room with fireplace and
much more. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 or visit our
conveniently a located
office at 711 Win Street.
We are working full-







44 Lots For Sale
LARGE WOODED
lakeview lots, lake
access - central water -
all weather streets. In
Keniana Sub. Call 436-
2473 or 436-5320.
45 Farms For Sale
35.5 ACRES, all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOMS, 2









wooded lot. Take Rt. 121
South to New Concord,
then Rt. 444 to Keniana
Sub. office. Call 436-24/3
or 436-5320.
THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE in Old Almo,
fully carpeted. Call 437-
4214.
HOUSE REMODOLED
for sale or rent. Inquire
Solo's Market Highway
69 North, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.'
46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE by owner.
Four bedroom brick, P-2
baths, fully carpeted,
kitchen-all built in




only. Call 753-2864 after 5
p. 111.
47 Motorcycles
HONDA SL 70. Runs














MINI BIKE. Just like
new. Call 753-8200.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, 4 dr. hardtop
with 78,000 actual miles.
Has new battery,
alternator, muffler,
shocks, and brakes. Was
a one owner Paducah
car. $550.00. Phone 354-




actual miles. Call 753-




between 5 and 7 p.m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.









clean truck. Call after 6
p. m. 753-0952.
1974 PINTO. Good gas
mileage and in excellent
condition. $1750.00. And
1961 VW Van $150.00.
Call 354-6217 after 4 p.
m.





or best offer. Call 753-
6546 after 3 p. m
1973 FORD, 4 door, new
paint job. New tires.
$1200. 1975 Yamaha still
under warranty. $550.
Call 753-4578.
1970 CHEVY MALIBU, 2
door hardtop. Call 753-
2467.
1972 PONTIAC station
wagon, loaded. $1200 or
best offer. Call 753-9206.
BUSES FOR SALE: One
1960 Ford, 54 passenger,
one 1968 International,





pickup truck, 327 engine,







1977 GMC High Sierra,





Call after 4, 753-2340.
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size




Ville coupe. Extra sharp
and loaded with radial
tires. $1050 Also 1970





TEGO station wagon, V-
8. Double power and air.







Best offer. Call 759-1137
after 9 p. m.
You Can Still Buy
Your Dream House
This lovely brick home has just been reduced It has 3
spacious bedrooms with 2 baths-large Great Room with
bulk-in shelves and desk, raised hearth, eat-in kit-





Loretta fobs - 753-6079 NM Payne 0-44
Helen Spann - 753-8579 Brenda tones 8668
1966 VOLKSWAGEN,
very good condition. No
rust. $525 or best offer.
Call 753-0329.
1976 GRAND PRIX, AM-
FM stereo tape. Power
steering, air condition.
Brand new tires. Call
753-4331.
1976 CAPRICE Chevrolet
2 door, 1 owner, low
mileage. Excellent
condition. Call 753-2257.
1970 BUICK LE Sabre.
$800. Call 753-3606, or




10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission needs





Starcraft dealer for both
travel trailers and fold
downs. 1978 models
arriving. We service




4 miles East of Murray










exterior. Also dry wall






steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July











exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
on any type of furi lure.nk












home or industrial. Call








FENCE SAI.FS at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
, high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
















DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to . 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 7539490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John








HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Cute bungalow located only kt block from
Murray State University Campus in lovely, quiet
neighborhood. Home has been recently
redecorated and has large garden spot in back
yard. Better act fast, this one will sell soon.







after 5 p. m.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
dc trim. Call Jack




437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
BABYSITTING - Will do
babysitting in my home
while you work, go to
school, or have an
evening out. Will con-






decorative rock or stock




degree. will teach any
age. Call 753-9755.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-













struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah,




ficient service. NO job






MOTHER WOULD LIKE •
to babysit part time for
child 3 or under. Mor- •











solid black, 8 week old •
kittens to be given away.'
Call 753-8234, after 5:00.
FREE KITTENS, 12
weeks. One black and .
white male, one tiger
striped male, 1 Calico
female. Call 753-9298.
AUCTION SALE
Friday, September 23rd, 1 p. m. at the Willie Glover
Home, 1 mile west of old Wadesboro, turn East at
the North end of the Penny-Airport Road. VA miles.
Will sell modern furniture, appliances, some an-
tiques, glass, china, and other items, living room
and bedroom furniture, dinette set, like new GE
refrigerator frost free, cook stove, small ap-
pliances, wood heating stove, antique oak dressers,
wash stand, treadle sewing machine, primitive war-
drobe, wash kettle, feather beds, team gear, hand








Of Opportunity For Public Nearing
Regarding The Expansion Of The
Murray-Calloway-County Airport
1 -The general public is hereby notified that the
- Murray-Calloway County Airport Board intends
to extend the existing northeast-southwest 4000
foot by 75 foot runway by 1000 feet by 75 feet to
the northeast. Actual runway construction will
be on property now owned by the Airport board.
The extension will, however, require the
relocation of the Collins Road to achieve the
necessary glide slope.
The Airport Board has filed an application for
funding with the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration at its Memphis, Tennessee District
Office and the Kentucky Department of 'Tran-
sportation, Division of Aeronautics for federal
funds to assist in the land acquisition, road and
utilities relocation, runway and lighting ex-
tension, and VASI-2 relocation. As a pre-
requisite for approval of the Grant, the Airport
Board must provide all interested and/or ob-
jecting parties an opportunity to request a public
hearing relative thereto.
According, any party, organization, or group
who desires that such a hearing be held for the
purpose of discussing all phases of the airport
development, with particular reference to
economic, social, and environmental effects of
the airport expansion and how the development
will fit into the overall consistency of future
goals and objectives of existing and proposed
community plans, should provide the Airport
Board with a notice of such desires.
Any and all requests for such a public hearing
must be in writing and filed with the Chairman of
the Airport board on or before October 3, 1977, at
the Murray-Calloway County Airport, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
The draft Envirohmental Impact Statement is on
file at the offices of the County Court Clerk, City
Clerk. and Airport Manager and may be
examined during normal business hours. A copy
may be obtained upon written request by Larry
D. McClanahan & Associates, 200 East Franklin
Street, Gallatin, Tennessee 37066 and payment of
$5.00 (five dollars) for reproduction and mailing.
H. L. Oakley, Chairman
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Boiling Beef Li. 594
Ham Sausage L2.$1 59
U.S. GOV'T. GRADED CENCI
Boneless Flat Briskets 0$1 18
MATT
Turkey Wings LB. 494
arm II
XPork Sausage  994
[ROGER ASSORTED SLICED
1Lunch Meats 20G. 2 99
10MM MORRILL
Sliced Bologna 12 OZPRG 89'
GLENDALE SLICED
Boiled Ham 120:.$1 99PIG.
POSTON BUTT
Pork Roast  984
STATE FAN
Corn Dogs 21 02 $ 1 39FIG
FROM WATER IMPINETED
Catfish Steaks L. 99'
STOCK THE FREEZER,
5 LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAK
S LBS. LEAN PORK STEAKS
S LBS. FRESH GROUND BEEF
S LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
S LBS. KROGER WIENERS Jo
S LBS. PORK SAUSAGE en
















White Grapes LI. 694
FANCY FUSE











White Onions 3 DS $ 1
KROGER MEDIUM
PTICOS 04010/ Miry Tuts Sept 27th
























31 5 1/2 oz. $cans
114.44.14Ight•tN
MAGI BAKERY OR INITTIRCRIIST A 1
S;Tnl: 57' Eggs 59'White Bread 2 LAS 8 8 ' Steak Sauce 
SALVES





































































I&JeIF:i [COST-CUTTER COUPON40 I [COST-CUTTER COUPON] II u
Assorted lotty Croduw
Mi. ( -!! Kroger Pure ConeLAYER











with this coupon and '10.00 purchase excluding items prohibited by M. II=1low and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Subiect toapphcable taxes limit one Expires Sept. 27th
INIMIN
with thus coupon or d SIO 00 purchose excluding items prohibited bylow or in addition to the cost of the coupon merchandise Subiectto applicable taxes limit one Expires Sept 27th












r TOWARD P1111101 SI am
iiia;0;://1111 Pound Cake




PANTY HOSE =I FAoiLIKPaii
36 ° 89c
wyom$0..pig...71.
YOuPoy 1 3.• .0,,  
= R— K OGER ZIPS 69c an SELTZER PaG., 79c   piiiilimiliiing5,
... ..,..,, ,,....,... ,,,,,,,„, ..„
zimaiiiiiiiiiiii... 1. And Get Arne**, 8 oz. pkg,
PAIR
eastill!lic_ppy arrym cuueuwalp. I! i[KcOnms cCaTillemeICOK9011 Ct,11 9 COSI (U1110 ( Ou enti 1 CVVil COST WIVE COMM (+VD LIMET WIER ammo C... 14,11:11 COST cunt, COUPON Cv, Pr, a I con COM COUPON
si so%Y. reEnsbassy Concentrated ell Aso hakes White "1+
WT111111111R OR NO/16TM
SPICE ,TRADE-IN OFFER Kroger Bicuits 
IIIROSITI
Corn On The Cob
ASSORTED VARWT/ES
wz,-,g,,,e;ou 20c ConPeriner








eve "treidees" POtiOni steeeillere
SUGAR BOWL
14" Poce






DRESSING := CRUNCH == FABRIC SOFTENER EE r MEAL -- 36 ot bog of
SALAD
— a 
CORN ...E : WORTH 5' pu,1ch:.0°F, F WORTH 50' OFF 7 WOmRTAHx4p0Àx0F, F :
— 
toword the purchase ot = toword the purchase of we
a 2 lb can of a 12 or can
CAP'N =7,- STA PUF
oz. 




=6. wotzpisr"coucs:t 1,270,, °floc; 
coupon 
sp.; tr 7;0: 
on, 
!on= itiwspsir"oupoosio ;m7,1,, on, wthExtspiirsocsouponsopt 217; one .71: with tilos coupon limit one with this coupon bind one = With this coupon limit one -
—
=ins Expires Sept 27th'
tsporcCOssepFF,E2Enh tv.C".:/s seFF,,,EE
27th


























S 02 $1 49 „a 5109 $1  77
PI •
EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHTWE ARE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY SATURDAY 'TIL I A.M. SUNDAYSHOP WHEN IT IS CONVENIENT FOR YOUI
• II
I
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American Public Sharply
Divided Over Lance Issue
By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Writer
RADNOR, Pa. (AP ) — The American
people, the jury that Beg. Lance sought
to judge his case, are aiarply divided
over whether Lance should keep his job
as budget direCtor in the Carter
administration, an Associated Press
public opinion poll shows.
The nationwide survey of l,54l adults,
taken Monday evening, als found
President Carter's image,li been
dented by the Lance affair, particularly
m regard to Carter's often-repeated
. campaign pledge to enforce high moral
. standards in government.
The AP survey showed that nearly 38
per cent of those interviewed felt Lance
should resign his position as director of
the Office of Management and Budget,
while about 35 per cent said he should
stay. Nearly 27 per cent expressed no
opinion, despite wide publicity about
the case.
The AP survey followed Lance's
vigorous self-defense during three days
of nationally televised Senate
committee hearings into his personal
and business dealings.
The hearings before the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee were
intended to focus on allegations that
Lance withheld personal financial
information during his Senate
Senator
Dee Huddleston
REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY
Now is a good time to make some
preliminary assessments of the new
Carter administration's farm policies.
Based on what I have learned as a
member of the Senate Agriculture
Committee, and on what I have ob-
served,
— First, I believe the new ad-
ministration will be a friend of the
American farmer, especially
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland.
He has been very attentive to the needs
of farmers and their supporters on
Capitol Hill, and he has an effective
• lobbyist within the administration on
behalf of American agriculture.
— Second, I would stress that the
review of the tobacco price support
program announced last week by
Secretary Bergland is aimed at flue
cured t8t)aeco - not burley. This review,
to be headed by Mr. Bergland's per-
sonal consultant, was requested by the
flue cured interests because of
problems with their industry.
— Third, I can report that Senate and
House conferees have react ten-
tative agreement on a new farm' bill -
and the White House has indicated the
President will sign it. This represents a
substantial improvement over the
situation two months ago when it ap-
peared a veto was inevitable.
— Fourth, I believe the President's
decision to cut wheat acreage by 20 per
cent next year was both reasonable and
necessary. The reduction is not as great
as some wheat farmers would have
liked, but it is probably as large as
political realities would permit.
I do not believe this represents a
retreat from full production when there
are available markets; rather, it
represents a recognition of the realities
of world conditions and the necessity of
maintaining stability within the
American agricultural community.
In conclusion, I think American
agricultural policy is in good hands -
both at the Department of Agriculture
and in the Congress. We will continue to
have our ups and downs, if for no oth4r
reason than the uncertainties of
weather and world markets. But I
believe the administration has
demonstrated an ability to react
realistcially and with a concern for the
farmer.
confirmation hearings in January.
The impact of Lance's 20-plus hours
of testimony last week before the -
Senate panel is difficult to measure,
since the television audiences for the
hearings were believed to be very
small. National television ratings for
last week are not yet available.
The survey provided some indication
that Lance's television performance
helped his standing with some
Americans.
The telephone survey was conducted
for The AP by Chilton Research
Services of Radnor, Pa.
The 3 per cent difference between
those favoring Lance's resignation and
those opposing it is inconclusive
because of the margin of possible
statistical error.
Lance has repeatedly said that he
would not resign and that he is innocent
of any wrong doing in his personal
financial affairs.
Carter and Lance met privately
Monday. White House Press Secretary
Jody Powell said he had no information
on what was discussed or who
requested the session.
Powell said if Carter has made a
decision on whether to keep Lance as
budget director "I'm certainly not
aware of it."
As for Carter's promise to enforce
high moral conduct in government,
about 26 per cent of those interviewed
said that their confidence in Carter's
keeping that promise had decreased,
while 8 per cent said their confidence
had increased. More than half — 53 per
cent — said their opinion of Carter's
commitment was unaffected by the
controversy.
This erosion of confidence in Carter
also was reflected in an evaluation of
his over-all job performance. About 22
per cent said their opinion of Carter's
performance in office had decreased
because of the Lance controversy.
Slightly more than 9 per cent said their
opinion of Carter's performance had
risen with 59 per cent saying there had
been no change.
MAKING MOLASSES YEARS AGO — This photo, taken by W. W. Perry inyears ago on State Line Road near Hazel. Left to right are John Craig, Lonnieand Trellis, Mrs. Thula Douglas (their mother), Mrs. Minnie Craig, Mrs. Lennieding) Fleming Lawrence and Jake Perry. This photo was suppled by MIS. John
1972. shows how molasses was made
Hal, Charlie Douglas and sons Prentice
Perry, Mrs. Nora Hill, Lassiter Hill (stan-
Tom Taylor.
EARLY GRAVEL OPERATION — The gravel pit on the farm of Lonnie Hill three miles east of Hazel on State Line
Road was busy with activity in 1922 when this photo was made by W. W. Perry. With their shovels and pond scoops,
this crew graveled the road for the first time. Left to right are Elmous Wilson, unknown, Hardie Ray, unknown, John
Latimer, Lassiter Hill (sitting on bank), Elbert Allbritten, Lonnie Hill and Warren Allbritten. This photo was supplied by
Mrs. John Tom Taylor,
•
Ph

































s/ FULL VARIETY & SELECTION











ELBOW MACARONI gigu. 










2 Lb. BAG 49
YOU'LL FIND ALL THESE ITEMS
EASILY MARKED IN OUR STORE—





















DOG FOOD Cs:" 
























FOIL 12" x 25' 









Is the BUDGET CENTER for you?
. . . only you can decide. If wholesome foods
at consistently low prices is your concern
then the JIM ADAMS BUDGET CENTER
is the answer!









CATSUP 2° °z 
BLACK PEPPER 4 " 
FUDGE or WHITE
FROSTING MIX 7z OL  51$ 1
5/$1
DEVIL'S FOOD•WHITE0YELLOW
CAKE MIX 9 °L 
FOAM

















SLICED BACON 12 OZ. PKG . .
 B. 59('
88°
HUNDREDS of NEW items
to select from!
Basic bargains are here. . . WIN %Oil
can shop Jim Adams for the inex-
pensive "packer label Imam& for
your grocery needs.
These are not firs-1 4tuditytin nie
brand foods: These are "standard-
grades of foods hid' are of accept-
able quality for /1141Si purposes as
coinpared to the fancier grades. We
still' ha% e these fancier grades. such
as IC A brutal.. Del Monte. Hunt's.
(11'.
SO %II% 1101 /1/1%1 the best Of both
"worlds...010p Jim %dam*:































Stop losing 35% of your "FREEZER BEEF" before you take it home. When you purchase
Val-U-Trim Beef you only pay for the prime section of beef illustrated above. The shaded
areas you usually lose or have a lot of expensive soup bones and boiling beef. NOW. 
. 
. buy
the section of beef you want with only 13% soup bones and boiling beef. You'll be buying
your beef much more economically. Quality and tenderness are guaranteed 100% at Jim
Adams.
—FEAT( RINI; ...S. CHOlet:',"/ICA TA RLERITE" GRAIN FED HEAIT BEEF—



















































Savings oh cuts of ̀ .`IGA TABLERITE" Beef plus stock up
yOur freezer with a whole chuck, loin, round, or rib. Save this
week! •
— FREEZER SPECIAL —
25 Lb. BONELESS CHUCK ROAST

























BONELESS CHUCK ROAST Lb.
EXTRA LEAN
GROUND CHUCK Lb. 99'
EXTRA LEAN-LOT 'SA MEAT
SHORT RIBS EXCELLENT FOR COOK•OUTS! Lb. 79'
U.S. CHOICE
BONELESS RIB-EYE STEAK Lb. $2"
HIND
PLUS 
25 Lbgitllit QUARTERS (135 Lb. APPROX.)
PLUS 25 Lb. GKuuNu BEEF












































SEE OUR OTHER 2 PAGES IN TODAY'S LEDGER & TIMES FOR
SUPER EVERY DAY SAVINGS!
ARMOUR•12 oz. CAN
TREET LUNCHEON MEAT 
SHOWBOAT
PORK 'N' BEANS No. 21/2 Can 
BUSH

















































4 ROLL 7 9
PKG.
PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY, SEPT. 27, 1977.
quantity rights reservad.

























DANISH ROLLS 59'IGA•10 oz.
BEEF
gOrti-8"jP




























Jim Adams IGA Southside
Is Open On Sundays
For Your Convenience
Noon Til 9 PM
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may look to the courts, the
General Assembly, or both in
trying to regain legislative
powers the state Sapreme
Court has taken away.
Robert Aldemeyer, Kenton
County Commissioner and
president of the Kentucky
.Association of Counties board
of directors, says KACo may
.try both approaches.
County officials ere stunned
last Friday when the state
Supreme Court struck down
the 1972 Home Rule Act that
gave counties the power to
legislate.
Aldemeyer, reached
Monday on a business trip in
Detroit, said the officials he
has talked to agree the
decision "set us back" —
reversing a trend toward
decentralization of
government.
"Right today in local
government you're always at
the mercy of the federal
government," he said. "You
have to go to them .to get




CONCORD, N.H. CAP) — An
aide to Coretta King, widow of
civil rights leader Martin
Luther King Jr., says she
won't help publicize attaais
by New Hampshire Gov.
Meldrim Thomson on her late
husband.
Mrs. King has canceled an
announced trip to New
Hampshire next week, where
she was expected to counter
verbal attacks by Thomson oh




announced last week that Mrs.
King said she would come
because of Thomson's
remarks linking King and
Young with Communist
causes.
George Clements, an aide to
Mrs. King, said Monday, "It
wouldn't be appropriate for a
national figure like Mrs. King
to get into a debate with Gov.
Thomson — thus giving his
views national publicity."
project."
Counties used to run welfare
programs, he said, "but the
state level of government is
handling all the welfare now.
'This (home rule) was
trying to reverse the thing, to
try and bring some authority
back to the local governments,
and now the court has thrown
it all out," he said.
Boyd County Judge George
Hall, president of the
Kentucky Association of
County Judges, said his group,
part of KACo, will meet
Thursday at Newport to talk
about the matter.
Hall, reached at his
Catlettsburg office, said he
didn't know what approach





of KACo, also will probably
meet soon, and then KACo
"may well have to have a
meeting of the board."
"We have all got the same
concern," he said.
Not many counties have
used home rule powers,
Aidemeyer said, because
officials were unsure how far
the powers extended.
However, he said, "They
think it is vitally important.
They just haven't used it to
any degree yet."
The Supreme Court ruling
came in a series of Jefferson
County cases.
Jefferson Fiscal Court has
tried to enforce ordinances
ranging from pawnbroker
licensing requirements to dog
leash laws to traffic
regulations.
Jefferson Fiscal Court
appealed a lower court ruling
that the county ordinances
could not be enforced within
the limits of cities inside the
county.
The Supreme Court said the





By F.J.L Blasingarne. MD.
Q. Mr. W. S. writes to
ask if some test of the
bones is not possible to see,
if cancer of the breast has
spread. He is concerned
because his wife has a
suspicious lump in her
breast.
A. Cancer of the breast
spreads or metastasizes to
bone more frequently than
to any other organ, and
bone scanning has become
routine in many medical
centers in evaluating the
progress of the disease and
in planning, its manage-
ment. Scanning can usu-
ally locate beny abnormal-
ities befor'e they can other-
wise be detected.
Scanning is safe and
painless and is a method of
accurate screening for
bony abnormalities in ap-
proximately 95 per cent of
the cases tested.
About 80 per cent of
women dying frotr breast
cancer have been found to
have an extension of these
tumors to bone.
When the cancer has in-
volved the bone, treatment
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307 Murray, KY 42071
is adjusted accordingly. It
is pointless in proceeding
with radical breast sur-
gery if the tumor has
reached the skeleton. How-
ever, anticancer chemi-
cals ( chemotherapy) and
other measures may • be
used even if cancer is in
the bones.
Scanning is also a valu-
able way of monitoring a
breast cancer case after
surgery or other treatment
to check the progress of the
disease in determining
whether it remains con-
traed or whether it has
recurred. The scan may
show early recurrence be-
fore any signs of it are
otherwise detectable. By
such scanning, appropri-
ate treatment can be
started to check further
progress.
Bones are usually
scanned about twice a year
after surgery for the first
two or three years and
yearly thereafter through
the fifth year.
If you have not visited
with your wife's physician
about this matter, you
sbould do so promptly. He
may want to x-ray her
breast ( mammogram) and
perhaps perform a biopsy
( surgically remove tissue
to see if it is cancerous). In
addition, he may suggest a
bone scan.
Prompt evaluation of
such a breast tumor is
essential so that proper
treatment can be followed.
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
September 22, 23,& 24

























Uniform & Maternity Fashions
Mayfield Shopping Plaza
Mayfield, Kentucky
Nours:9:30-9 Mon.-Fri., 9:30-5 Sat.
Layaway BankIniaricard
give the counties legislative
powers, and therefore the
Home Rule Act was
unconstitutional.
Aldemeyer said many
counties were waiting for
clarification before trying
their home rule powers.
"It is a thing every county
needs and wants, but they
were not sure how they could
use it," he said. "Very few
counties have used it to any
great degree . . . but many,
many counties had resolutions
and ordinaces they were going
to pass."
He said KACo will ask for
recommendations from the




the Supreme Court for a
rehearing is "a procedure
we've got to go with — and at
that hearing maybe come up
with some new ideas and new
reasons why we think home
rule is so vital."
Kentucky Atty,ten. Robert
Stephens has said a
t institutional amendment
appears the most workable
way to restore the counties'
powers.
Aldemeyer said Stephens
told him he is "willing to do
anything he can for us."
A constitutional amendment
-would probably be the only
logical !approach to it,"
Alderiler said. "The only
problem is that that delays It.
The legislature has to pass It
and then we don't vote on it for
two years."
Meanwhile, Aldemeyer
said, counties would have to
-just operate as we always
did, primarily doing those
things the state statutes
permit us to do — setting the
tax rate, operating the county
road systein, construction cf
buildings and the like."
DISCUSS ACTIVITIES—James Gitlett (left) of Hoplcinsvile, recently elected chairman
of the state Advisory Council on Vocational Education, discusses the council's future
activities with Ben Baker (center) of Covington, new vice chairman, and Ed Brannon,
Louisville, immediate past council chairman. The council, part of the Education and Ar-
ts Cabinet, advises and consults with the State Occupational Board of Education,
Superintendent of Public Instruction and assistant superintendent of the Bureau of
Vocational Education in the development of roles and regulations and the state plan






































Sale recer-aecorr Pen %ewe
BOTTLE
OF 100
YOUR SLIDES WILL MAKE
j BEAUTIFUL PRINTS! 3/
BEGLEY'S ri 
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UNDERSTANDING
DRUG ABUSE
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Cocaine: 1977
So exhilarating are the ef-
fects of cocaine that people
who try the drug often ex-
perience a strong urge to use
It again and again.
Death from cocaine, al-
though rare and unpre-
dictable, can occur from
"snorting" (inhaling) as well
as from injection.
Cocaine, although not phys-
ically addicting, can cause
psychological dependence.
So states Cocaine: 1977, a
major research report recently
released by the National in-
stitute on Drug Abuse.
"One of the most notable
aspects of our knowledge is
that so much is not yet
known," Dr Robert DuPont,
NIDA Director, says in a
foreword to the report. "We
are still, to a large extent,
ignorant of the actual and
potential hazards posed by this
fascinating substance, even
though it was used by about
two million Americans this
past year."
N1DA estimates that al-
most eight million Americans
have tried cocaine at least
once and that approximately
one million have used it in
the past month.
"While the evidence ac-
cumulated thus far does not
, justify the claim that the
American public is now suf-
fering greatly as a con-
sequence of cocaine use, it
is evident that much more
needs to be known before any
actions are taken that might
result in its wider availability
at lower cost. The relatively
benign picture presented bv
occasional use of small quan-
tities might be markedly al-
tered were the single euphoric
illicit dose now costing about
SIO to become available at the
licit cost of about 10e," Du-
Pont warned.
Cocaine, usually sold in
powder form, is the principal
active ingredient in the coca
plant, a shrut grown in the
Andes mountains of South
America and dating back to
at least 500 B.C. Cocaine was
isolated from coca leaves in
the mid-1800s.
"It has only been during
the last century, with the loss
of traditional cultures in many
parts of the world, the in-
creasing availability of con-
centrated cocaine, and the
advent of intravenous injec-
tion, that the drug has be-
come a serious drtig of
abuse," said DuPont.
Cocaine: /977 reports that
the euphoric effec,s of co-
caine, including hyperstimula-
lion and feelings of great
power and mental clarit, oc-
cur within minutes of use and
can last up to 30 or 40 min-
utes. Physically, cocaine
constricts blood vessels, stim-
ulates the central nervous sys-
tem, and acts as a local
anesthetic.
Heavy use of cocaine, the
report notes, can cause sleep-
lessness, anxiety, and some-
times paranoid delusions
and hallucinations. Repeated
snorting can destroy the mu-
cous membranes in the lining
of the nasal passages and
cause a chronic and painful
runny nose.
Local Persons Are Featured In
"Festival Of Arts' At Church
Local persons will be
featured in the programs to be
presented during the
"Festival of the Arts" to be
held by the First United




Jerryl Davis, oboist, and
Opal Davis, pianist, will
present a concert on Sunday,
September 18, at three p.m.
An art exhibit by Kentucky
Wesleyan College, Lyle
Scifres, Art Department, will
be featured on Tuesday,
September 20, from eleven
a.m. to four p.m. and 6:30 to
8:30 p.m.
Richard Valentine of
Murray will present a series of
drama workshops on Wed-
nesday, September 21. The
first will be on Teachers and
Youth Workers from 1:30 to
2:30 p.m.; second, Enrich-
ment with Children from 3:30
to 4:30 p.m.; and third, In-
tergenerational Innovations
from 6:30 to.7:15 p.m.
An evening of music with
Henry Bannon and Mrs. Marie
Taylor, piano, both faculty
members at Murray State
University, will be featured on
Thursday, September 22, at
eight p.m.
All events are free of charge
and will be held at the church,
a church spokesman said.
MISS YOUR PAPER!
%Smilers ads have net
received Noir bees-dolivered
cepy of The Warm Ledger a
Times by 5:14 p. n.aleaday•
Friday or by JIM p. S.
faterals ire wiped te
753-1114 between Safi p. a.
awl a p. w.,
or 331 .s. and 4 p.
Satererys, to Were &ivory
If Se newspaper. WS see
be pieced by • p. week-




HOT WEATHER and air pollution can put a tremen-
dous amount of stress on the vital organs of your body.
Hot weather fatigue or mild lassitude are common
during heat waves. Ironically, many persons "go off"
their planned nutritional program while they are on
vacation, which is just the time the' may need it most.
Even the summer time in our area is a time of fresh
fruits and vegetables, it is also a time when more
people snack on refined sugar and carbohydrates. A
bdttle of some cola beverages has the equivalent of
nine teaspoons of refined sugar in them. You might ask
the question what is so bad about the high consumption
of refined sugar and carbohydrates? My reply would
be what is good about it? Remember it is a scientific
fact that we all "if we are alive': require many dif-
ferent nutrients for growth, repair of tissues and
energy for physical activity. Whether the temperature
is 95 degrees or 32 degrees our blood, heart, liver,
brain, lungs;-banes, teeth, skin and other parts of our
bodies have duties to perform daily. Unless the foods
eaten provide all the essential nutrients, the human
body, yours and mine, will not continue to operate at
peak efficiency for very long. Notice the term peak ef-
ficiency is used. Because the human body does have
the miraculous ability to make do with what you give it
to work with, millions of people do exist withOut ever
knowing what their full health potential could be.
Remember your health is a delicate balance that
needs attention every day. Give a little more serious
thought to what you eat and provide for your precious
little ones growth and well being.
Start this week to make 'simple change by keeping
a variety of naturally sweetjuices in your refrigerator.
Juices without added sugar or preservatives. When
fruit is allowed to fully ripen and isorganically grown,
it has a natural sweetness. When the juices are un-
filtered and full of the natural goodness you ca9 dilute
them with your own filtered inexpensive water. You
can dilute them even more and call your drink apple
strawberry-ade, grape-aid or apple banana punch.lir
Help your children enjoy school, while you enjoy your
work more.
What you eat and drink can make a difference.
Shop Home & Hearth Health Food Store, Lone Oak
Plaza, Hwy. 45 South, 554-5= for your natural foods,
juices, vitamins, mineral and protein supplements.
HEALTHY HINT
Fruit juices are a powerhouse of valuable minerals.
FLANNEL1   
SHIRT
7 53 REG. 4.66
Brushed flannel of 100% Cot-
ton with 2 piece collar, 2
bias pockets, tail bottom.






brushed twill jeans with 2
front scoop pockets, 2 back
patch pockets, yoke back,
flare legs. Assorted suede,
brown, navy, rust and tile







Basic pull-on pant with set on
waistband, stitch crease, and
25" flare leg. Assorted solids
and patterns in sizes 12 to 18.
Minimum 84.






Lightweight nylon 'n suede jogger; padded cc,-
far and tongue, tricot lining and cushioned inner-









ALL STORES WILL BE CL OSED UNTIL 5 00 P M












Fries" a serving or two in a jiffy or two. Per-










20" bikes with coaster brakes. Sporty hi-rise
handlebars. Boys' in competition Blue with
fantastic Yellow overspray. Girls', White with


















Warm and comfortable 72" x 90"

















Automatically butters popcorn as it pops. Use










Fantastic savings on 
0 0these 40 channel CB ra-
































Contemporary styling at a price you
can afford. Has 5 functions.
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Low Over Head means Lower Prices Prices Good Thurs., Sept. 22 Keebler
Peter Pan Lynn Grove 
thru Wed., Sept 28 Town House


























nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
Morning.
.Employees of Parkers and their Families 110E11101e tl) win. •Axlults
*Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
ma 
$100 OitiOritsBeyILL
register vYou do not have to be present to win. •
'lour Test Tender Choice Beef
Given Away Each Week
Cash Give Away
Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week



































































































Downtown Shopping Center HOURS: 7 a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
